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2001-02 SCHEDULE
Nov. 9-11 at Disney Tip-Off Classic
Nov. 9 vs. Fort Valley State (Ga.) 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 10-11 vs. Opponents to be determined
Nov. 16 MINNESOTA-CROOKSTON 7 p.m.
Nov. 17 BEMIDJI STATE 7 p.m.
Nov. 23 at Concordia-St. Paul 6 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Winona State 5 p.m.
Dec. 1 NORTHERN STATE 6 p.m.
Dec. 7 *NORTH DAKOTA 6 p.m.
Dec. 8 *NORTH DAKOTA STATE 6 p.m.
Dec. 12 SIOUX FALLS 6 p.m.
Dec. 14 at Minnesota-Morris 6 p.m.
Dec. 29 *at Morningside 6 p.m.
Dec. 30 *at South Dakota 6 p.m.
Jan. 4 *ST. CLOUD STATE 6 p.m.
Jan. 5 *MINN. STATE, MANKATO 6 p.m.
Jan. 12 *AUGUSTANA 6 p.m.
Jan. 18 *at Nebraska-Omaha 6 p.m.
Jan. 19 *at Northern Colorado 7 p.m.
Jan. 25 *SOUTH DAKOTA 6 p.m.
Jan. 26 *MORNINGSIDE 6 p.m.
Feb. 1 *at Minn. State, Mankato 6 p.m.
Feb. 2 *at St. Cloud State 6 p.m.
Feb. 9 *at Augustana 6 p.m.
Feb. 15 *NORTHERN COLORADO 6 p.m.
Feb. 16 *NEBRASKA-OMAHA 6 p.m.
Feb. 22 *at North Dakota State 6 p.m.
Feb. 23 *at North Dakota 6 p.m.
* Denotes North Central Conference game
All times Central time
2001-02 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Front Row: Student assistant Gwen Greiner, graduate assistant Chris Wildeman, head coach Aaron Johnston, 
assistant coach Laurie Melum, graduate assistant Sheila Roux, student assistant Kelly Mach. Middle Row: Brenda
Davis, Megan Morrow, Karly Hegge, Jamie Nelson, Sarita DeBoer, Shannon Schlagel, Melissa Luers, Melissa Pater.
Back Row: Stephanie Bolden, Dianna Pavek, Brooke Dickmeyer, Stacie Cizek, Sarah Draayer, Megan Otte, Shari
Johnson.
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South Dakota State University
With more than 9,300 students enrolled in the fall of 2001,
South Dakota State University is the state’s largest institution of
higher education.
More than 200 majors, minors and options are available, with
more than 2,500 course offerings. Degrees are offered through
eight colleges:
• Agricultural and Biological Sciences
• Education and Counseling
• Engineering
• Family and Consumer Sciences
• General Registration
• Nursing
• Pharmacy
• Graduate School
Master’s degrees are offered in more than 30 areas and doctor-
ates are available in eight fields. 
Nearly 50,000 degrees have been granted since the college was
chartered in 1881.
SDSU also offers degree programs through the Sioux Falls Center
for Public Higher Education. Evening, RDTN, Internet and off-cam-
pus courses are coordinated throguh the Office of Academic Affairs
and Outreach.
SDSU is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools. Numerous departments on campus have
earned accreditation from various agencies.
Located in Brookings, SDSU was authorized in 1881 by the
Territorial Legislative Assembly and serves as the state’s land-grant
institution. 
GROWING CAMPUS
In its 120-year history, South Dakota State University has grown
from a campus of 80 acres in 1881 to a 271-acre campus with
facilities worth more than $220 million.
Recently, the Printing and Journalism Building — now named
Anson and Ada May Yeager hall — underwent a $2.1 million
expansion and renovation project. Other campus construction 
projects in progress include a $7 million expansion to Crothers
Engineering Hall and a $10.5 million performing arts center.
The university owns or leases another 15,000 acres throughout
the state for research. The Cooperative Extension Service and
Agricultural Experiment Station offer service seeking to improve the
quality of rural life in all corners of the state.
STATE RESEARCH CENTER
Also at SDSU are the Center for Innovation, Technology and
Entrepreneurship; Engineering Experiment Station; Office of
Remote Sensing; Water Resources Institute; Engineering and
Environmental Research Center; Animal Disease Research and
Diagnostic Laboratory; and Northern Grain Insect Research
Laboratory.
These units help strengthen the university’s commitment to research
and support of state and local economic development efforts.
The Northern Great plains Biostress Laboratory houses scientists
who focus on research aimed at developing new technologies to
protect crops and livestock.
CULTURAL CENTER
Educational opportunities don’t end in the classroom or lab as
students may join more than 100 clubs and organizations on cam-
pus. SDSU also is home to several facilities, including museums
and gardens, which highlight South Dakota history and heritage.
The South Dakota State Art Museum, which recently completed
an expansion project, houses such collections as early Sioux Indian
tribal art, the famed Harvey Dunn paintings of pioneer life and the
exclusive Vera Way Marghab linens.
The State Agricultural Heritage Museum transformed the former
Stock Judgin Pavilion into a home for exhibits that record and pre-
serve the agrarian heritage of South Dakota.
The 70-acre McCrory Gardens and South Dakota Arboretum,
located south and east of campus, provide a beautiful setting for
area residents and visitors to enjoy a stroll through the radiant 
colors and fragrances of one of the top 10 small ornamental 
gardens in the nation.
THE BROOKINGS COMMUNITY
Today, Brookings is a growing community of about 16,000 
people. Located 50 miles north of Sioux Falls in east-central South
Dakota, Brookings is situated at the intersection of Interstate 29
and U.S. Highway 14.
The community also is home to several recognizable companies,
including Rainbow Play Systems, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M), Larson Manufacturing and Daktronics.
ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
For more information about SDSU, log on to www3.sdstate.edu
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
JACKRABBIT WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
LOCATION — Brookings, S.D.
ENROLLMENT — 9,350 (fall 2001)
PRESIDENT — Dr. Peggy Gordon Miller
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — Dr. Fred M. Oien
ASSSISTANT TO THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR-INTERNAL — Rob Peterson
ASSSISTANT TO THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR-EXTERNAL — Keith Mahlum
SENIOR WOMEN’S ADMINISTRATOR — Nancy Neiber
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE — Mylo Hellickson
COLORS —Yellow and Blue
NICKNAME — Jackrabbits
AFFILIATION — NCAA Division II
CONFERENCE — North Central Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, more
commonly known as the North Central Conference or the NCC. SDSU is a
charter member of the league, founded in 1921.
ARENA — Frost Arena, named after former SDSU coach and educator
R.B. "Jack" Frost, opened in February 1973. Frost Arena is located in the
Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center and has a seating capacity of 9,000.
1999-2000 OVERALL RECORD — Won 15, Lost 12
1999-2000 CONFERENCE RECORD — Won 9 Lost 9 (fifth place)
HEAD COACH — Aaron Johnston (Gustavus Adolphus, 1996), second full  
season; won 19-14
Phone Numbers — Office: (605) 688-6336; Home: (605) 692-6276
ASSISTANT COACH — Laurie Melum (Augustana, 1997), second year
Phone Numbers — Office: (605) 688-5287; Home: (605) 697-5087
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS — Chris Wildeman and Sheila Roux
LETTERWINNERS LOST — 5
Sherri Brende, Kris DeRuyck, Gwen Greiner, Angie Loken, Sarah Rippke
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING — 6 (2 starters)
* Stacie Cizek, 5-10, So., Guard, Omaha, Neb. — Averaged 2.8 points,
1.3 rebounds in 21 games;
* Brenda Davis, 5-11, So., Guard/Forward, Colton, S.D. — NCC Co-
Freshman of the Year; averaged 9.2 points and 4.0 rebounds in 27 games;
** Karly Hegge, 6-1, Jr., Center, Baltic, S.D. — Averaged 4.7 points and
3.2 rebounds in 22 games;
*** Shari Johnson, 5-6, Sr., Guard,Yankton, S.D. — Averaged 8.2 points,
2.3 rebounds and 3.52 assists in 27 starts;
*** Jamie Nelson, 6-1, Sr., Center, Howard, S.D. — Averaged 0.8 points
and 1.1 rebounds in 15 games;
** Melissa Pater, 5-11, Jr., Forward, Holland, Minn. — Honorable men-
tion all-NCC selection; averaged 11.7 points, 4.8 rebounds in 27 starts.
NEWCOMERS — 9
• Stephanie Bolden, 5-6 Fr., Guard, Marshall, Minn. — Honorable
mention all-state selection for Marshall High School
• Sarita DeBoer, 6-2, Fr., Center, Huron, S.D. — Two-time all-state
selection at Huron High School, Sioux Falls Argus Leader First Five;
• Brooke Dickmeyer, 5-9, Fr., Guard/Forward, Sioux Falls, S.D. — Two-
time second-team all-state selection at Sioux Falls Washington H.S.;
• Sarah Draayer, 5-10, Fr., Guard/Forward, Owatonna, Minn. — All-
state selection at Owatonna High School;
• Melissa Luers, 5-11, Fr., Forward, Pierre, S.D. — 2000-01 redshirt;
• Megan Morrow, 5-11, Fr., Guard/Forward, Ames, Iowa — Second-
team all-state pick at Ames High School;
• Megan Otte, 5-7, Fr., Guard, Grand Island, Neb. — All-state selection
at Grand Island High School;
• Dianna Pavek, 5-8, Fr., Guard, Ivanhoe, Minn. — All-conference and
all-area pick at Lincoln H-I High School;
• Shannon Schlagel, 6-0, Fr., Center, Raymond, S.D. — Three-time all-
state selection at Clark High School, Sioux Falls Argus Leader Elite Five.
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR — Ron Lenz
Phone Numbers — Office: (605) 688-4623; Home: (605) 692-7787
E-Mail: Ronald_Lenz@sdstate.edu
ASSISTANT SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR — Jason Hove
Phone Numbers — Office: (605) 688-4822; Home: (605) 692-1900
E-Mail: Jason_Hove@sdstate.edu
2001-02 SDSU WOMEN’S BASKETBALL ROSTER
NO. PLAYER YEAR HEIGHT POS. HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
10 Stacie Cizek So. 5-10 G Omaha, Neb./Millard South High School
12 Stephanie Bolden Fr. 5-6 G Marshall, Minn./Marshall High School
14 Brenda Davis So. 5-11 G/F Colton, S.D./Tri-Valley High School
20 Shari Johnson Sr. 5-6 G Yankton, S.D./Yankton High School
22 Sarah Draayer Fr. 5-10 G/F Owatonna, Minn./Owatonna High School
24 Megan Otte Fr. 5-7 G Grand Island, Neb./Grand Island High School
30 Brooke Dickmeyer Fr. 5-9 G/F Sioux Falls, S.D./Washington High School
32 Megan Morrow Fr. 5-11 G/F Ames, Iowa/Ames High School
34 Melissa Pater Jr. 5-11 F Holland, Minn./Southwest Christian High School
40 Dianna Pavek Fr. 5-8 G Ivanhoe, Minn./Lincoln H-I High School
42 Shannon Schlagel Fr. 6-0 C Raymond, S.D./Clark High School
44 Melissa Luers RSFr. 5-11 F Pierre, S.D./T.F. Riggs High School
50 Karly Hegge Jr. 6-1 C Baltic, S.D./Baltic High School
52 Sarita DeBoer Fr. 6-2 C Huron, S.D./Huron High School
54 Jamie Nelson Sr. 6-1 C Howard, S.D./Howard High School
Head Coach: Aaron Johnston
Assistant Coach: Laurie Melum
Graduate Assistants: Chris Wildeman and Sheila Roux
TEAM INFORMATION
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A new era in South Dakota State University women’s basketball began June 30,2000, when Aaron Johnston was named head coach.
Last season, his first full season as Jackrabbit coach, Johnston led SDSU to a 15-12
overall record.That mark included a North Central Conference record of 9-9, which earned
the Jackrabbits a berth in the seven-team Wells Fargo Finals conference postseason tourna-
ment.
Johnston spent the 1999-2000 season as assistant coach and coached the Jackrabbits to
a 4-2 record in the final six games of the season as interim head coach as SDSU finished
the season with a 19-8 overall record, 11-7 in North Central Conference play. One of the
Jackrabbits’ victories was over second-ranked and eventual national runner-up North
Dakota State.
A native of Pine Island, Minn., “A.J.” earned a bachelor’s degree in health and physical
education from Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter, Minn. After serving one year as an
assistant coach at North Dakota State College of Science in Wahpeton, he moved on to
SDSU as a graduate assistant for the Jackrabbit men's basketball team for two seasons before becoming assistant women's
coach. He also coached the SDSU golf teams for one year.
Johnston is the seventh head coach in the modern era of South Dakota State University women's basketball, which began in
1967.
SDSU WOMEN’S BASKETBALL COACHING RECORDS
COACH SEASONS YEARS RECORD PCT.
Nancy Neiber 16 1985-2000 301-140 .682
Norma Boetel 7 1967-70, 73, 75-76 80-18 .816
Mary Ingram 6 1979-84 72-82 .467
Ruth Marske 2 1971-72 32-4 .888
Cindy Davis 2 1977-78 28-20 .583
Aaron Johnston 2 2000-01 19-14 .576
Jenny Johnson 1 1974 13-4 .764
Totals 35 545-282 .659
HEAD COACH AARON JOHNSTON
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TOP SDSU TEAMS
SEASON RECORD
1995-96 *25-3
1987-88 *25-5
1994-95 *24-6
1988-89 22-6
1993-94 *22-8
1998-99 *20-8
1996-97 19-8
1991-92 *19-10
1999-2000 19-8
* qualified for postseason
2001-02 JACKRABBIT
COACHING STAFF
Front Row: Student assistants
Gwen Greiner and Kelly Mach.
Back Row: Graduate assistant
Sheila Roux, graduate assistant
Chris Wildeman, head coach
Aaron Johnston, assistant coach
Laurie Melum.
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ASSISTANT COACH LAURIE MELUM
L aurie Melum is in her second season as assistant women’s basketball coach at SouthDakota State University.
Melum, a Rapid City native, played four years at Augustana, earning all-North Central
Conference and academic all-NCC honors as a senior in 1997. In NCC career statistics, Melum
ranks fifth on the charts for three-pointers with 150 and is eighth in both three-point
attempts, 358, and three-point percentage, .419.
Melum continued with the Viking women’s basketball program as a student assistant prior
to graduating with a degree in elementary education in 1998.
Prior to coming to SDSU, Melum served as head volleyball coach and assistant girls’
basketball coach at West Central High School in Hartford. She also coached the Dakota Blue,
a club basketball team featuring some of the top South Dakota high school players, for three
summers.The Dakota Blue team won the 2000 Miss Basketball National Championship.
GRADUATE & STUDENT ASSISTANTS/SUPPORT STAFF
CHRIS WILDEMAN
Graduate Assistant
C hris is in his second season as a graduate assistant with the Jackrabbit
women’s basketball program.
A native of Sibley, Iowa, he is a 1994 
graduate of Sibley-Ocheyden High School. He attended
Worthington Community College for two years, then earned a
bachelor’s degree in HPER at SDSU in the spring of 2000.
SHEILA ROUX
Graduate Assistant
S heila begins her first season as a graduate assistant for the SDSU
women’s basketball program.
A native of Ada, Minn., she ended her
career at the University of Minnesota-Crookston as the school
record holder for three-pointers in a season and career, as well as
career free throw percentage. She served as a volunteer assistant
at UMC last year.
KELLY MACH
Student Assistant
K elly is in her second season with theJackrabbit women’s basketball 
program, serving as a student manager a year
ago.
A 2000 graduate of Scotland (S.D.) High School, she is majoring
in public recreation.
BERNADETTE OLSON
Athletic Trainer
B ernadette is in her ninth year as anassistant athletic trainer at South
Dakota State. She received her bachelor’s
degree in physical education studies with an
emphasis in athletic training and sports 
medicine at the University of Delaware in 1988.
Olson was an assistant athletic trainer in the Washington and Lee
University athletic department in Lexington,Va., from 1988-1992,
before receiving her master’s degree with a specialization in athletic
training at the University of Virginia in 1993. At Virginia she worked
as the primary athletic trainer for the Cavalier women’s basketball
and volleyball programs.
GWEN GREINER
Student Assistant
G wen moves to the sidelines as a stu-dent assistant after playing four years
for the Jackrabbits.
The Hancock, Minn., native ended her
career last season with the top career three-point percentage in
SDSU history at 43.8 percent. She also finished fifth on the
Jackrabbit career chart for three-pointers made with 127.
Also during her career, Greiner was named co-North Central
Conference Defensive Player of the Year in 1999 and earned hon-
orable mention all-NCC honors twice.
Pursuing a degree in health, physical education and recreation,
Greiner was named to the academic all-NCC squad last yaer.
PEGGY GORDON MILLER
PRESIDENT
Dr. Peggy Gordon Miller
became South Dakota State
University’s 18th president on
January 1, 1998, following the
retirement of Robert T. Wagner.
Before becoming president of
SDSU, Miller was a senior fellow
and acting vice president for
Academic and International
Programs at the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities in Washington, D.C.
She has extensive collegiate
education leadership experience at
The University of Akron, where
she served as president from
1992 to 1996, and Indiana
University Northwest, where she
served as chancellor from 1983 to
1992.
Miller earned her doctorate in 
secondary education from Indiana
University, her master’s degree in
English and secondary education
from Northwestern University, and
her bachelor’s degree from
Transylvania University (Ky.). She
taught high school in Gary,
Indiana, and moved into various
teaching and administrative posi-
tions in the Indiana University sys-
tem.
She amassed a broad range of
national experience and made
extensive contacts in the
Washington community. Miller
currently serves on the corporate
boards of Lubrizol Corporation
and A. Shulman Incorporated.
FRED OIEN
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dr. Fred Oien became the 11th
director of athletics at South
Dakota State University on July 1,
1990.
Oien earned his bachelor's
degree at SDSU in 1972 and has
been on the SDSU staff since
1979, serving as athletic busi-
ness/ticket manager from 1981
until his appointment as director
of athletics. Oien is a 1968 gradu-
ate of Baltic (S.D.) High School.
He added a master’s degree at
SDSU in 1975, then completed
his doctorate (Ed.D) at the
University of Massachusetts-
Amherst in 1979.
Oien taught physical education
and health at the Brookings
Middle School from 1973-76,
during which time he was varsity
golf coach for both boys and girls,
and middle school basketball and 
football coach. His golf teams won
state championships for both boys
and girls. Oien also was women's
golf coach at SDSU, guiding the
Jackrabbits to one North Central
Conference championship.The
SDSU women's golf team of 1982
was voted South Dakota Women’s
College Team of the Year.
He and his wife, Mary have two
children.
NANCY NEIBER
SR. WOMEN’S ADMINISTRATOR
A familiar face in Jackrabbit 
athletics, Nancy Neiber became
South Dakota State University’s
first senior women’s administrator
when she stepped down as head
women’s basketball coach in June
2000.
Her duties include sport super-
vision, fund-raising, public rela-
tions, overseeing student-ahtlete 
programs and instruction in HPER
academic programs.
The winningest basketball
coach in SDSU history with a
301-140 record, Neiber coached
the Jackrabbits for 16 seasons
(1984-2000) and led SDSU to 14
consecutive winning seasons, two
second-place finishes in the North
Central Conference and six NCAA
postseason appearances. Six times
Neiber-coached teams won 20
games in a season, including two
school-record 25-win seasons.
She was named NCC Coach of the
Year in the 1988 and 1995.
A native of Pierre, Neiber came
to SDSU after coaching at both
the high school and collegiate lev-
els in South Dakota. A 1969
graduate of Black Hills State,
Neiber’s previous collegiate coach-
ing experience was as a graduate
assistant at SDSU and as an
assistant coach at Dakota State.
She also spent seven seasons as
head girls basketball coach at
Mitchell High School, leading the
Kernels to three state tournament
appearances.
MYLO HELLICKSON
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
Dr. Mylo Hellickson has been
South Dakota State University's
faculty representative to the North
Central Conference and NCAA
since 1977, and as such also is
chairman of the Athletic,
Intramural and Recreation
Committee on campus.
Hellickson recently returned to
the classroom as a professor in
agricultrual engineering after 
serving several years as director of
agriculture extension at SDSU. He
has been on the SDSU staff since
1969, serving as a professor in
agricultural engineering until he
was appointed as head of that
department during the summer of
1982.
Dr. Hellickson’s specialty has
been in the area of livestock 
structures and environment with
recent emphasis on solar energy
use in agriculture.
A native of Belfield, N.D., he
earned a bachelor's degree in 
agricultural engineering from
North Dakota State University in
1964, added a master's degree in
ag engineering from NDSU in
1966, then earned a Ph.D. in
engineering at West Virginia
University in 1969.
Hellickson was presented the
North Central Conference
Meritorious Service Award at the
November 1990 meeting.
BEHIND THE SCENES
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S outh Dakota State University plays its home games inFrost Arena, named after former Jackrabbit coach andathletic director R.B. “Jack” Frost.
Frost served as athletic director and professor and head of the
physical education department from 1947 until 1960. He compiled
an 86-79 mark in seven seasons as Jackrabbit men’s basketball
coach from 1948-54. Frost also was an international leader in
recreation, health and physical education, serving in 1965 as the
United States representative at the Fifth Session of the
International Olympic Academy in Greece.
Frost Arena, which is part of the Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center,
now seats 9,000 fans for basketball.The addition of chair-back
courtside seating prior to the 1992-93 season eliminated about
500 seats from the original seating capacity.
The first game played at Frost Arena was on Feb. 2, 1973. In
1994, the one-millionth basketball fan passed through the Frost
Arena turnstiles.
Widely regarded as the finest arena in the North Central
Conference, Frost Arena has been the site for two women’s 
basketball first-round NCAA Division II playoff games, five NCAA
Division II North Central Regional men’s basketball tournaments
and four NCAA Division II Wrestling National Championships.
In addition, Frost Arena is the site of SDSU and Brookings High
School graduation ceremonies, the annual Wacipi pow-wow,
concerts and numerous other campus events.
Bids totaling $3,374,115 were let for the facility following 
legislative approval of the project with the bill signed by Gov. Frank
Farrar on Feb. 14, 1970. Ground was broken Sept. 22, 1970, with
the cornerstone placed by Gov. Richard Kneip Oct. 2, 1971. Final
cost of the building was $3,685,000, with the difference made up
by gifts and donated items.
Jackrabbit teams consistently play in front of large crowds at
Frost Arena.The SDSU women’s basketball program has ranked in
the top five for Division II home attendance each of the last five
years.
The Frost Arena attendance record was set on Feb. 11, 1989,
when 9,456 fans attended the SDSU-Augustana men’s basketball
game.
Since the 1990-91 season, the Jackrabbit women have won 10
or more home games in eight of 11 seasons. SDSU’s home-court
record in that span is 114-36, a winning percentage of .760.
FROST ARENA — HOME OF THE JACKRABBITS
RABBITS ON THE RADIO
For the fifth consecutive year, KJJQ Depot Radio 910 AM of Brookings will carry live broadcasts of all South
Dakota State University women’s basketball games.
Award-winning broadcaster Scotty Kwas returns for his fifth season as the play-by-play
announcer for Jackrabbit women’s basketball.The Webster native handles the morning
announcing shift on KJJQ and the mid-day shift on X107.1 FM, in addition to providing play-
by-play for high school sporting events.
After serving in the U.S. Marine Corps for four years as a communications center operator,
the Desert Storm veteran attended Brown Institute in Minneapolis. Following graduation from
Brown in 1994 with a degree in radio-television broadcasting, Kwas began working at Depot
Radio in February 1994.
He and his wife, Carla, are parents of an 8-year-old daughter, Kaitlin, and a 6-year-old son, Carter.
SCOTTY KWAS
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200 copies of the 2001-02 SDSU Women’s Basketball Media Guide were produced by Jason Hove and the Jackrabbit Sports Information Service at a cost of $2.75 per copy. Photos 
credited to SDSU University Relations. For information requests regarding SDSU athletics, please contact Ron Lenz, Director of Sports Information, at (605) 688-4623, or Jason Hove,
Assistant Director, at (605) 688-4822. Mailing address is SDSU Box 2820, Brookings, SD 57007.
I n his two years at the helm of theSouth Dakota State Universitywomen’s basketball program, Aaron
Johnston has coached two teams at oppo-
site ends of the spectrum when it comes to
experience.
Last season, his first full season as head
coach, Johnston guided a veteran-laden
team to a 15-12 record, including a 9-9
record in the North Central Conference and
a berth in the inaugural Wells Fargo Finals.
In the 2001-02 season, Johnston will
lead a team which returns just two starters
and features nine newcomers.
“This year will be a very exciting year
with all the new players we have,” Johnston
said. “Our six returning upperclassmen have
the opportunity to show our younger play-
ers what basketball in the NCC and at
South Dakota State are all about.”
Senior point guard Shari Johnson and
junior forward Melissa Pater lead the
returning class. Johnson moved into the
starting lineup last season and responded
by leading the team in assists and finishing
among the league leaders in free throw and
three-point percentage.
Pater is the team’s top returning scorer
after averaging 11.7 points per game, while
leading the team in field goal percentage
for the second consecutive season. She also
grabbed 4.8 rebounds per game while
starting all 27 contests.
Two sophomores who gained valuable
experience last season are poised to move
into the starting lineup in the 2001-02
campaign. Co-NCC Freshman of the Year
Brenda Davis is expected to fill the small
forward position after averaging 9.2 points
and 4.0 rebounds per game.
Stacie Cizek, who backed up Johnson at
the point last year, will move to the off-
guard position this season.
Junior Karly Hegge and Jamie Nelson, the
team’s only other senior, will again provide
valuable depth in the post for SDSU.
Much of the Jackrabbits’ success this sea-
son will hinge on how well the newcomers
adapt to the collegiate game.
“Out of our freshman class, we’ll need
two or three of them to play like returners
and with a lot of confidence,” Johnston said.
Centers Shannon Schlagel and Sarita
DeBoer are the leading contenders out of
the incoming class to crack the starting
lineup. Schlagel, a 6-footer, can stretch a
defense by moving her game to the
perimeter, while the 6-foot-2 DeBoer is
more of a traditional post player.
Brooke Dickmeyer and Sarah Draayer are
expected to give the Jackrabbits valuable
contributions from the wing position, along
with Megan Otte, who can play at either
guard spot.
Rounding out the freshman class are
guards Stephanie Bolden and Dianna
Pavek, and forwards Melissa Luers and
Megan Morrow. Luers redshirted last season
after joining the Jackrabbits at semester
break.
“The incoming players have the opportu-
nity to write the first page of what hopefully
will be a long book of great memories
here,” Johnston said.
The unknown variables that come with
fielding a youthful team translated into the
Jackrabbits being picked to finish sixth in
the North Central Conference race by
league coaches. However, Johnston believes
that the conference is more balanced than
in past years, giving as many as six teams,
including the Jackrabbits, a chance to be in
the title hunt.
“We don’t look at this as a rebuilding
time or a time to ease into playing at this
level,” he said. “We want to compete for a
conference championship every year,
regardless of how many new players we
have.”
The Jackrabbits should know where they
stand early in the season as four potential
non-conference opponents are ranked in
preseason polls, including Fort Valley State
(Ga.), against which SDSU opens the sea-
son Nov. 9 at the Disney Division II  Tip-Off
Classic in Orlando, Fla.
YOUTHFUL JACKS LOOK FOR BREAKTHROUGH SEASON
PRESEASON POLLS
NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE
COACHES POLL
1. North Dakota (7) 95
2. North Dakota State (1) 84
3. St. Cloud State (1) 83
4. South Dakota (1) 68
5. Augustana 55
6. South Dakota State 47
7. Nebraska-Omaha 42
8. Northern Colorado 34
9. Minn. State, Mankato 32
10. Morningside 12
First-place votes in parentheses
1. Cal Poly Pomona (21) 586
2. North Dakota (1) 562
3. Delta State (Miss.) 505
4. Columbus State (Ga.) (2) 491
5. Bentley (Mass.) 474
6. Southern Indiana 446
7. Emporia State (Kan.) 428
8. North Dakota State 367
9. Shippensburg (Pa.) 300
10. Bloomsburg (Pa.) 293
11. Northern Kentucky 289
12. Northern Michigan 286
13. Rollins (Fla.) 274
14. Texas A&M-Kingsville 261
15. Pace (N.Y.) 249
16. Minnesota-Duluth 223
17. Nebraska-Kearney 218
18. Francis Marion (S.C.) 207
19. St. Rose (N.Y.) 194
20. Seattle Pacific (Wash.) 167
21. Michigan Tech 142
22. Catawba (N.C.) 125
23. Missouri Western 111
24. Pittsburgh-Johnstown (Pa.) 100
25. Barry (Fla.) 82
First-place votes in parentheses
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL COACHES ASSOCIATION DIVISION II POLL
“The incoming players have
the opportunity to write the
first page of what hopefully
will be a long book of great
memories here.”
— SDSU head coach
Aaron Johnston
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S hari earned the starting pointguard position last season andresponded by leading the team
in assists (95), free throw percentage
(80.9) and three-point percentage
(48.9) ... led the NCC in three-point
shooting with a 55.9 percentage (19-
of-34) in league contests and finished
second in the league in free throw
shooting, 84.7 percent (61-of-72) ...
also was third in the NCC for assist/turnover ratio at 1.97 (75
assists-38 turnovers) ... scored career-high 20 points against
North Dakota State (2/23), a game in which she was 10-of-10
from the free throw line ... also made 10 free throws to help seal
victory at South Dakota (1/26) ... made all four shots from the
field and scored 12 points in NCC opener at North Dakota (12/8)
... scored in double figures nine times, including string of seven
consecutive conference games ... dished out career-high 11
assists in home victory over Morningside (12/29) ... added eight
assists and nine points in win at St. Cloud State (1/5)
1999-2000: Finished third on the team with 76 assists while
playing in all 27 games as the backup point guard ... also ranked
15th in NCC with average of 2.89 assists per game ... dished out
eight assists in NCC opener against Morningside (1/2) and
recorded seven assists in season-opening victory at Moorhead State (11/19) ... grabbed seven rebounds in victory over Nebraska-Omaha (1/21),
then had six the next night against Northern Colorado ... blocked two shots in a game twice: versus Northwest Missouri (11/26) and Nebraska-
Omaha (1/21) ... tied for fifth on team in steals
1998-99: Played off the bench in 26 of the team’s 27 games ... recorded two steals in four different games ... didn’t score until the final week
of the conference season, when she scored four points against both South Dakota and Morningside ... made only field goal attempt in regional
game against Augustana
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 10 points and five assists per game while earning all-conference and all-state honors at Yankton High School ... also
earned state Miss Volleyball honors
PERSONAL: Majoring in biology ... born February 19, 1980, in Sioux Falls ... parents are Kevin and Pam Johnson, who now live in Sioux Falls
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SHARI JOHNSON
5-6, SENIOR, GUARD
YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA
MEET THE JACKS
SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS:
SCORING: 20, vs. North Dakota State, 2-23-01
REBOUNDING: 7, vs. Nebraska-Omaha, 1-21-00
ASSISTS: 11, vs. Morningside, 12-29-01
STEALS: 3, vs. Moorhead State, 11-19-99; and vs. Minn.-Duluth, 11-18-00
CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG 3-PT FG REBOUNDS AVERAGES HIGH GAME
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT O-D-T PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
1998-99 27-0 3-14 .214 0-0 .000 6-8 .750 4-13-17 15-0 12 0.4-0.6 4-3 15 0 19
1999-2000 27-0 25-72 .347 4-20 .200 17-23 .739 22-36-58 48-1 71 2.6-2.1 7-7 20 5 76
2000-01 27-27 61-134 .455 23-47 .489 76-94 .809 14-49-63 72-3 221 8.2-2.3 20-5 31 1 95
TOTALS 81-27 89-220 .405 27-67 .403 99-125 .792 40-98-138 135-4 304 3.8-1.7 20-7 66 6 190
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J amie has seen spot duty each ofher three seasons with theJackrabbits ... played off the bench
in 15 games last year ... was 2-for-2
from the field and scored season-high
four points in win over Minnesota
State, Mankato (2/2) ... grabbed three
rebounds in each of the two meetings
against Nebraska-Omaha ... also
recorded two blocked shots in second
meeting with UNO (2/17) ... played season-high 16 minutes in
Wells Fargo Finals first-round game at St. Cloud State (2/27),
scoring two points and distributing three assists
1999-2000: Set single-game career highs with five points and
grabbed five rebounds in victory over Northwest Missouri at
Coors Roundball Tournament hosted by Regis University ...
recorded three steals in win at Southwest State ... made both
field goal attempts in season-ending win at Morningside
1998-99: Played in 10 games, including five conference 
contests ... scored lone basket of the season in home game
against North Dakota ... pulled down two offensive rebounds in
win over Northern Colorado
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 16.8 points and 9.4 rebounds per game
at Howard High School ... two-time all-conference pick ... set single-season school record for field goal percentage ... class valedictorian and
National Honor Society member
PERSONAL: Math education major ... birthdate is June 5, 1980 ... parents are Bruce and Rita Nelson, of Carthage, S.D.
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JAMIE NELSON
6-1, SENIOR, CENTER
HOWARD, SOUTH DAKOTA
MEET THE JACKS
SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS:
SCORING: 5, vs. Northwest Missouri, 11-26-99
REBOUNDING: 5, vs. Northwest Missouri, 11-26-99
ASSISTS: 3, vs. St. Cloud State, 2-27-01
STEALS: 3, vs. Southwest State, 12-1-99
CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG 3-PT FG REBOUNDS AVERAGES HIGH GAME
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT O-D-T PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
1998-99 10-0 1-7 .143 0-0 .000 3-9 .333 7-1-8 0-0 5 0.5-0.8 2-2 1 0 0
1999-2000 19-0 7-15 .467 0-0 .000 3-17 .176 8-19-27 5-0 17 0.9-1.4 5-5 6 0 3
2000-01 15-0 3-21 .143 0-0 .000 6-15 .400 9-7-16 7-0 12 0.8-1.1 4-3 2 3 6
TOTALS 44-0 11-43 .256 0-0 .000 12-41 .293 24-27-51 12-0 34 0.8-1.2 5-5 9 3 9
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K arly contributed some strongperformances off the benchlast season for the Jackrabbits
... played in 22 games, averaging 4.7
points and 3.2 rebounds per game ...
scored career-high 14 points against
Nebraska-Omaha (1/19) ... scored 12
points, grabbed eight rebounds and
blocked three shots in NCC home
opener against Morningside (12/29)
... also pulled down eight rebounds in home victory versus
Northern Colorado (1/20) ... tallied 10 points, including 8-of-10
from the free throw line, with five rebounds in victory at St.
Cloud State (1/5) ... had string of 17 consecutive made free
throws during 2000-01 season, starting with 6-of-6 performance
at the line en route to 10-point night against Metro State
(12/19) ... made all four shots from the field at Augustana
(1/13)
1999-2000: Saw action mostly in the preseason as a freshman,
averaging 1.1 points and 1.7 rebounds in seven games ... set
season highs with five points and five rebounds in 11 minutes
against Mayville State (12/9) ... also was 3-of-4 from the free
throw line in that game ... scored two points and grabbed three rebounds in conference opener against Morningside (1/2)
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 18 points and eight rebounds per game as a senior at Baltic High School ... two-time all-state selection and three-time
all-Tri-Valley Confrerence pick ... earned the Spirit of Su Award at the Class B state tournament as a senior ... finalist for the South Dakota Miss
Basketball Award ... National Merit Scholar and class co-valedictorian
PERSONAL: Pre-pharmacy major ... birthdate is October 2, 1980 ... parents are Kent and Kathy Hegge ... twin sister, Kassy, plays at the University
of Sioux Falls
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KARLY HEGGE
6-1, JUNIOR, CENTER
BALTIC, SOUTH DAKOTA
MEET THE JACKS
SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS:
SCORING: 14, vs. Nebraska-Omaha, 1-13-01
REBOUNDING: 8, vs. Morningside, 12-29-00; and 
vs. Northern Colorado, 1-20-01
BLOCKED SHOTS: 3, vs. Morningside, 12-29-00
CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG 3-PT FG REBOUNDS AVERAGES HIGH GAME
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT O-D-T PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
1999-2000 7-0 2-8 .250 0-0 .000 4-6 .667 4-8-12 0-0 8 1.1-1.7 5-5 2 1 0
2000-01 22-0 34-77 .442 0-0 .000 35-46 .761 29-42-71 28-0 103 4.7-3.2 14-8 7 13 15
TOTALS 29-0 36-85 .424 0-0 .000 39-52 .750 33-50-83 28-0 111 3.8-2.9 14-8 9 14 15
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M elissa moved into the startinglineup last season and finished as team’s leader in
field goal percentage (52.9) for the
second consecutive season ... finished
sixth in the NCC in field goal percent-
age, hitting shots at a 52.1 percent
clip in league contests ... also ended
up second on the team in scoring at
11.7 points per game  ... scored in
double figures in 18 games, including double-double perfor-
mance of 19 points and 13 rebounds (8 offensive) in first meet-
ing with South Dakota (12/30) ... poured in career-high 27
points in victory at South Dakota (1/26) ... made all seven shots
from the field and was 4-of-4 at the free throw line for 18 points
in NCC opener at North Dakota (12/8) ... made first career
three-pointer in 16-point performance versus Minnesota State,
Moorhead (12/11) ... third on team with 129 rebounds ... led
team with 40 steals, seven of which came in game at
Morningside (1/27)
1999-2000: Led the team in field goal percentage (55.9) ... also
finished fifth on the team in rebounds and seventh in scoring ...
reached double figures in scoring seven times, including season-
high 21 points in conference opener against Morningside (1/2), a game in which she made 9-of-12 field goal attempts and pulled down five
offensive rebounds ... posted a double-double with 13 points and 10 rebounds at Northern Colorado (2/18), and added four assists ... also scored
14 points and grabbed six rebounds in victory over Northwest Missouri (11/26) ... made all four shots from the field in overtime win at St. Cloud
State (1/7)
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 15 points, eight rebounds and three assists per game her senior year at Southwest Christian High School in Edgerton,
Minn., the same high school that produced former SDSU standouts Deb Van Klei and Gina Mouw ... finished her career as the second-leading
scorer in school history ... earned honorable mention all-state honors, Worthington Daily Globe all-area and all-conference honors as a senior
PERSONAL: Majoring in health promotion ... born November 29, 1980, in Pipestone, Minn. ... parents are Mike and Muriel Pater, of Holland, Minn.
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MELISSA PATER
5-11, JUNIOR, FORWARD
HOLLAND, MINNESOTA
MEET THE JACKS
SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS:
SCORING: 27, at South Dakota, 1-26-01
REBOUNDING: 13, vs. South Dakota, 12-30-01
ASSISTS: 4, vs. Northern Colorado, 2-18-00
STEALS: 7, vs. Morningside, 1-27-01
CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG 3-PT FG REBOUNDS AVERAGES HIGH GAME
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT O-D-T PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
1999-2000 27-0 71-127 .559 0-0 .000 40-63 .635 48-51-99 64-1 182 6.7-3.7 21-10 11 3 26
2000-01 27-27 128-242 .529 1-4 .250 60-89 .674 71-58-129 102-8 317 11.7-4.8 27-13 40 12 28
TOTALS 54-27 199-369 .539 1-4 .250 100-152 .658 119-109-228 166-9 499 9.2-4.2 27-13 51 15 54
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S tacie gained valuable experi-ence as she played in 21 of theteam’s 27 games last season ...
versatile performer who can play
either guard position or at small 
forward, but will see most of her
action as the starting off-guard this
season ... scored career-high 13
points, including 3-of-4 shooting from
three-point range, in Wells Fargo Finals
first-round game at St. Cloud State (2/27) ... also grabbed four
rebounds and dished out four assists in game ... scored nine
points as Jackrabbits set single-game scoring record with 114
against Northern Colorado (1/20) ... tallied nine points against
North Dakota State (2/23) ... missed a stretch of early NCC
games because of a concussion, but finished season strong
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned honorable mention all-state honors in
basketball as a junior and senior and all-state honors four years
in volleyball at Millard South High School in Omaha ... aver-
aged 16 points and seven rebounds per game as a senior
...also was named to the Metro Coaches All-Star Team and
earned second-team all-Metro Conference honors under coach
Rich Olson ... school-record holder in set assists for volleyball ... qualified for state track and field meet four times and was district champion
in 300-meter hurdles
PERSONAL: Majoring in apparel merchandising ... born July 28, 1982, in Omaha, Neb. ... sisters both play collegiate basketball — Sara at
Creighton and Kelly at Iowa State ... parents are Marc and Bonnie Cizek, of Omaha
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STACIE CIZEK
5-10, SOPHOMORE, GUARD
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
MEET THE JACKS
SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS:
SCORING: 13, at St. Cloud State, 2-27-01
REBOUNDING: 5, vs. Minnesota State, Mankato, 2-2-01
ASSISTS: 4, vs. Northern Colorado, 1-20-01;
and vs. St. Cloud State, 2-27-01
CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG 3-PT FG REBOUNDS AVERAGES HIGH GAME
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT O-D-T PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
2000-01 21-0 23-50 .460 5-20 .250 8-21 .381 4-24-28 23-0 59 2.8-1.3 13-5 8 1 25
TOTALS 21-0 23-50 .460 5-20 .250 8-21 .381 4-24-28 23-0 59 2.8-1.3 13-5 8 1 25
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B renda enjoyed a tremendousfirst year with the Jackrabbits,earning co-North Central
Conference Freshman of the Year 
honors ... will move into the starting
lineup this season after coming off the
bench in all 27 games last year ...
finished third on the team with 27
three-pointers, fourth in scoring (9.2
points per game) and fifth in rebound-
ing (107) ... versatile player who will see time at small forward
and shooting guard positions ... reached double figures for 
scoring 10 times, including double-double performance of 22
points and 10 rebounds in Wells Fargo Finals first-round game at
St. Cloud State (2/27) ... made 5-of-9 three-pointers in game ...
also scored 22 points in win over Metro State (Colo.) (12/19) ...
scored 11 points at North Dakota (12/8) and 16 at North
Dakota State (12/9) in first two NCC contests ... tallied 15 points
on 3-of-5 three-point shooting in win over South Dakota
(12/30) ... helped seal Jackrabbit victory at Nebraska-Omaha
(2/17), when she sank 6-of-6 free throws en route to 16-point
outing ... recorded nine points and eight rebounds in first home
game, against Winona State (Minn.) (11/24)
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned first-team Class A all-state recognition twice and all-Central Valley Conference honors four times at Tri-Valley High
School in Colton... also named to the Sioux Falls Argus LeaderTop 5 and was a Miss Basketball finalist as a senior ... averaged 19.5 points,
10 rebounds and three assists per game as a senior ... scored more than 1,600 points and pulled down more than 800 rebounds in prep
career under coach Dean Leuning ... three-year team MVP ... also competed in track
PERSONAL: Majoring in pre-optometry ... born March 5, 1982, in Sioux Falls ... high school class salutatorian ... parents are Jan Davis and
Lori Davis, of Colton
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BRENDA DAVIS
5-11, SOPHOMORE, FORWARD/GUARD
COLTON, SOUTH DAKOTA
MEET THE JACKS
SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS:
SCORING: 22, vs. Metro State, 12-19-00; and vs. St. Cloud State, 2-27-01
REBOUNDING: 10, vs. St. Cloud State, 2-27-01
ASSISTS: 5, vs. North Dakota, 12-8-01
STEALS: 2, five times in 2000-01
CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG 3-PT FG REBOUNDS AVERAGES HIGH GAME
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT O-D-T PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
2000-01 27-0 87-219 .397 27-91 .297 47-78 .603 44-63-107 52-0 248 9.2-4.0 22-10 20 4 49
TOTALS 27-0 87-219 .397 27-91 .297 47-78 .603 44-63-107 52-0 248 9.2-4.0 22-10 20 4 49
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STEPHANIE BOLDEN
5-6, FRESHMAN, GUARD
MARSHALL, MINNESOTA
S tephanie joins the Jackrabbits after earning four varsity letters in basketball at Marshall High School ... two-time all-Southwest Conference selection and USA Today honorable mention all-state selection in 2000 ...
named to the Class 3A all-tournament team in 2000 ... missed almost her entire senior season with a knee
injury, but did see limited action in the 2001 state tournament as Marshall won the Class 3A state title under
coach Terry Culhane... averaged 11.3 points, 2.5 rebounds, 3.0 assists and 2.5 steals per game as a junior
PERSONAL: Undecided about college major ... birthdate is October 8, 1982 ... honor student ... younger sister, Shannon, recently signed
national letter of intent to play at Minnesota ... parents are Lionel and Cindy Bolden, of Marshall
MEET THE JACKS
SARITA DEBOER
6-2, FRESHMAN, CENTER
HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Sarita will give the Jackrabbit women an additional presence in the post this season ... earned all-EasternSouth Dakota honors four times and was an all-state selection twice ... member of the Sioux Falls Argus
Leader Elite Five team ... four-time team MVP under coach Tim Buddenhagen ... averaged 18 points, 10
rebounds and two blocked shots per game as a senior, while shooting 50 percent from the field ... also lettered
four times in volleyball and five times in track ... academic all-state selection
PERSONAL: Plans to major in pre-medicine ... born September 20, 1982, in Huron ... member of the National Honor Society ... parents are
Dave and Marilyn DeBoer, of Huron
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BROOKE DICKMEYER
5-9, FRESHMAN, GUARD/FORWARD
SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA
B rooke will provide the Jackrabbits with an additional threat on the perimeter this season ... averaged 14.7points, 8 rebounds and 3 assists per game at Washington High School as a senior ... shot 49 percent from
the field and made 79 percent of her free throws ... career prep totals included 1,261 points with averages of
12.2 points and 5.6 rebounds per game ... made 36 percent of career three-point attempts ... two-time team
MVP and second-team all-state selection as a junior and senior ... three-time all-conference selection ...
academic all-conference pick in volleyball and basketball
PERSONAL: Enrolled in general registration ... born September 9, 1982, in Sioux Falls ... parents are Dave and Teri Dickmeyer, of Sioux Falls
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SARAH DRAAYER
5-10, FRESHMAN, GUARD/FORWARD
OWATONNA, MINNESOTA
S arah comes to SDSU following an outstanding prep career at Owatonna High School ... averaged 20points, 7 rebounds and 2 steals a game as a senior, while shooting 86.7 percent from the free throw line ...
reached 1,000-point plateau as a junior and finished prep career as all-time leading scorer at OHS ... four-year
starter ... three-time all-Big Nine Conference selection ... earned first-team all-state honors as a senior from the
St. Paul Pioneer Press and Minnesota Basketball News ...Varsity Online first-team all-state selection and
Associated Press honorable mention all-stater as a junior ... Minnesota Elite All-Star selection ... played in 2000 National AAU championship
tournament ... also competed in soccer
PERSONAL: Plans to major in health, physical education and recreation ... born November 17, 1982 in Owatonna, Minn. ... parents are Phil
and Sue Draayer, of Owatonna
MEET THE JACKS
MELISSA LUERS
5-11, FRESHMAN, FORWARD/CENTER
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA
M elissa joined the Jackrabbit squad at semester break and sat out the remainder of the season as a redshirt... transferred to SDSU from Arizona State, but did not play basketball there ... will provide the
Jackrabbits another option at the forward and post positions ... two-time first-team all-Eastern South Dakota
selection at T.F. Riggs High School in Pierre ... all-state selection and team MVP as a senior ... also earned all-
ESD honors in volleyball two times and competed in track 
PERSONAL: Majoring in business economics ... born July 28, 1981, in Sioux Falls ... member of the National Honor Society ... parents are
Dave and Lorie Luers, of Pierre
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MEGAN MORROW
5-11, FRESHMAN, FORWARD
AMES, IOWA
M egan gives the Jackrabbits versatility at the forward positions as she begins her collegiate career at SDSU... four-year starter at Ames High School under coach Bruce Vertanen ... earned first-team all-conference
twice and second-team all-state honors from the Des Moines Register ... teams compiled a 63-10 record her
final three seasons ... led conference in rebounding as a freshman ... qualified for the state track and field meet
in the 100-meter hurdles and shuttle hurdle relay, and also competed in volleyball ...
PERSONAL: Plans to major in business economics ... born November 12, 1982, in Ames, Iowa ... parents are Miles and Paula Morrow
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MEGAN OTTE
5-8, FRESHMAN, GUARD
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA
M egan will see action at both guard spots as she begins her collegiate career at SDSU ... was named to thefirst-team all-state squad by the Omaha World-Herald and second-team all-state by the Lincoln Journal
Star ... averaged 13 points, 4 rebounds and 3 assists per game at Grand Island high School ... also named to
academic all-state team ... set school career assists record as team reached semifinals of Class A State
Tournament as a junior ... hit .300 and set numerous school pitching records in leading prep softball team to
state tournament
PERSONAL: Plans to major in biology ... member of the National Honor Society ... born February 5, 1983, in Lincoln, Neb. ... parents are
Gregg and Becky Otte, of Grand Island, Neb.
MEET THE JACKS
DIANNA PAVEK
5-8, FRESHMAN, GUARD
IVANHOE, MINNESOTA
D ianna will give the Jackrabbits added depth in the backcourt this season, following an outstanding prepcareer at Lincoln H-I in Ivanhoe, Minn. ... averaged 16 points, 10 rebounds and 2 steals per game as a
senior, earning all-conference and all-area honors from the Marshall Independent ... six-year letterwinner in
basketball under coach Gary Leuning ... twice led team in rebounding ... honor student
PERSONAL: Plans to major in nursing ... born May 31, 1983, in Canby, Minn. ... parents are Robert and Vivian
Pavek, of Ivanhoe, Minn.
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SHANNON SCHLAGEL
6-0, FRESHMAN, CENTER
RAYMOND, SOUTH DAKOTA
S hannon brings impressive athletic and academic credentials to SDSU as she begins her collegiate career ...set school career records for points (1,518), rebounds (903) and steals (318) at Clark High School under
coach Jerome Nesheim ... four-year starter who earned second-team all-state honors as a sophomore and first-
team all-state honors her junior and senior years ...member of the Sioux Falls Argus Leader Elite Five and Miss
Basketball candidate after averaging 18.4 points, 8.6 rebounds, 3.4 steals and 3.3 assists per game her senior
year ... named to all-state tournament teams as a sophomore and junior ... also earned all-conference honors in volleyball three times and
competed in track ... honor student and regents scholar candidate
PERSONAL: Undecided about major ... born October 15, 1982, in Watertown, S.D. ... parents are Wayne and Jackie Schlagel, of Raymond,
S.D.
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DATE OPPONENT SCORE SITE ATT. REC. SCORING LEADER REBOUND LEADER
Nov. 17 Bemidji State 80-66 Bemidji, Minn. N/A 1-0 Angie Loken 25 Angie Loken 12
Nov. 18 Minnesota-Duluth 61-76 Duluth, Minn. 407 1-1 Sherri Brende 20 Melissa Pater 5
Nov. 24 Winona State 92-70 Frost Arena 1257 2-1 Sherri Brende 22 Melissa Pater 9
Nov. 25 Southwest State 73-57 Frost Arena 881 3-1 Sherri Brende 16 Angie Loken 8
Nov. 28 Black Hills State 98-76 Spearfish, S.D. 600 4-1 Melissa Pater 16 Melissa Pater 9
Dec. 2 Northern State 69-70 Aberdeen, S.D. 2560 4-2 Angie Loken 24 Angie Loken 10
Dec. 8 *North Dakota 80-92 Grand Forks, N.D. 3850 4-3 Melissa Pater 18 Karly Hegge 7
Dec. 9 *North Dakota State 62-64 Fargo, N.D. 1743 4-4 Brenda Davis 16 Angie Loken 9
Dec. 11 Minn. State, Moorhead 93-65 Frost Arena 596 5-4 Gwen Greiner 17 Angie Loken 9
Dec. 19 Metro State (Colo.) 95-62 Frost Arena 663 6-4 Brenda Davis 22 Angie Loken 12
Dec. 29 *Morningside 95-70 Frost Arena 1291 7-4 Sherri Brende 20 Karly Hegge 8
Dec. 30 *South Dakota 70-51 Frost Arena 2798 8-4 Melissa Pater 19 Melissa Pater 13
Jan. 5 *St. Cloud State 84-71 St. Cloud, Minn. 1156 9-4 Melissa Pater 15 Pater, Davis 6
Jan. 6 *Minn. State, Mankato 77-73 Mankato, Minn. 2100 10-4 Sherri Brende 16 Sarah Rippke 7
Jan. 13 *Augustana 56-78 Sioux Falls, S.D. 3203 10-5 Melissa Pater 19 Angie Loken 7
Jan. 19 *Nebraska-Omaha 62-66 Frost Arena 1619 10-6 Karly Hegge 14 Rippke, Loken 7
Jan. 20 *Northern Colorado 114-74 Frost Arena 2013 11-6 Sherri Brende 20 Angie Loken 15
Jan. 26 *South Dakota 85-73 Vermillion, S.D. 3104 12-6 Melissa Pater 27 Angie Loken 13
Jan. 27 *Morningside 60-80 Sioux City, Iowa 1300 12-7 Johnson, Pater 11 Angie Loken 11
Feb. 2 *Minn. State, Mankato 88-56 Frost Arena 1112 13-7 Sherri Brende 13 Angie Loken 6
Feb. 3 *St. Cloud State 80-86 Frost Arena 2805 13-8 Sarah Rippke 17 Sarah Rippke 7
Feb. 10 *Augustana 70-55 Frost Arena 3845 14-8 Shari Johnson 14 Angie Loken 10
Feb. 16 *Northern Colorado 72-83 Greeley, Colo. 577 14-9 Angie Loken 20 Angie Loken 14
Feb. 17 *Nebraska-Omaha 72-70 Omaha, Neb. 1200 15-9 Brenda Davis 16 Angie Loken 9
Feb. 23 *North Dakota State 90-92 Frost Arena 2868 15-10 Shari Johnson 20 Angie Loken 8
Feb. 24 *North Dakota 70-85 Frost Arena 2256 15-11 Sarah Rippke 17 Angie Loken 11
Feb. 27 ^St. Cloud State 80-81 St. Cloud, Minn. 754 15-12 Brenda Davis 22 Sarah Rippke 11
* North Central Conference game
^ Wells Fargo Finals game
ATTENDANCE DATES TOTAL AVG.
Home 13 24004 1846
Away 14 23554 1682
Total 27 47558 1761
CUMULATIVE SCORING BY HALVES
1 2 OT Total
South Dakota State 948 1140 — 2128
Opponents 881 1057 — 1938
2000-01 SEASON REVIEW
All FG 3-Pt. FG
Name G-GS FGM-FGA Pct. FGM-FGA Pct. FTM-FTA Pct. Off.-Def.-Reb. Avg. A TO Blk. Stl. PF-D Pts. Avg.
Angie Loken 27-27 117-227 .515 0-0 .000 86-133 .647 67-155-222 8.2 66 70 37 26 92-4 320 11.9
Melissa Pater 27-27 128-242 .529 1-4 .250 60-89 .674 71-58-129 4.8 28 59 12 40 102-8 317 11.7
Sherri Brende 27-9 99-269 .368 46-123 .374 69-88 .784 13-52-65 2.4 29 46 4 25 41-0 313 11.6
Brenda Davis 27-0 87-219 .397 27-91 .397 47-78 .603 44-63-107 4.0 49 48 4 20 52-0 248 9.2
Shari Johnson 27-27 61-134 .455 23-47 .489 76-94 .809 14-49-63 2.3 95 54 1 31 72-3 221 8.2
Sarah Rippke 27-0 80-197 .406 16-55 .291 34-45 .756 44-111-155 5.7 35 36 7 18 66-1 210 7.8
Gwen Greiner 27-27 63-157 .401 35-85 .412 28-36 .778 29-52-81 3.0 78 51 0 22 50-1 189 7.0
Kris DeRuyck 27-18 52-138 .377 0-0 .000 32-47 .681 44-71-115 4.3 32 40 10 29 51-0 136 5.0
Karly Hegge 22-0 34-77 .442 0-0 .000 35-46 .761 29-42-71 3.2 15 23 13 7 28-0 103 4.7
Stacie Cizek 21-0 23-50 .460 5-20 .250 8-21 .381 4-24-28 1.3 25 31 1 8 23-0 59 2.8
Jamie Nelson 15-0 3-21 .143 0-0 .000 6-15 .400 9-7-16 1.1 6 3 3 2 7-0 12 0.8
Elizabeth Englert 1-0 0-1 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0-0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0.0
Angela Anderson 1-0 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0-0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1-0 0 0.0
Team 48-54-102 3.8 4
SDSU 27-27 747-1732 .431 153-425 .360 481-692 .695 416-738-1154 42.7 458 465 92 228 585-17 2128 78.8
Opponents 27-27 666-1600 .416 118-363 .325 488-659 .741 312-691-1003 37.1 381 496 79 238 560-18 1938 71.8
2000-01 STATISTICS
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JACKRABBIT 1,000-POINT CLUB
JENNIFER JOHNSON
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1981-82 162-294 .551 N/A-N/A N/A 87-140 .621 411 14.7 247 8.8 17 27 20 28
1982-83 173-302 .573 N/A-N/A N/A 65-115 .565 411 17.1 284 11.8 9 28 11 25
1983-84 162-271 .598 N/A-N/A N/A 54-88 .614 378 15.1 240 9.6 22 22 8 25
1984-85 190-338 .562 N/A-N/A N/A 96-143 .671 476 19.0 321 12.8 12 28 34 25
TOTALS 687-1205 .570 N/A-N/A N/A 302-486 .621 1676 16.3 1092 10.6 60 105 73 103
DEB VAN KLEI
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1985-86 87-200 .435 N/A-N/A N/A 44-61 .721 218 8.1 126 4.7 132 52 4 27
1986-87 179-376 .476 N/A-N/A N/A 82-122 .672 440 15.1 235 8.1 91 62 15 29
1987-88 186-380 .489 0-0 .000 120-185 .648 492 16.4 206 6.8 146 72 17 30
1988-89 178-359 .496 0-1 .000 115-161 .714 471 16.8 167 6.0 148 59 7 28
TOTALS 630-1315 .479 0-1 .000 361-529 .682 1621 14.2 734 6.4 517 245 43 114
KARLA STEVENSON
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1983-84 70-160 .438 N/A-N/A N/A 44-70 .629 184 7.4 126 5.0 32 33 3 25
1984-85 97-244 .397 N/A-N/A N/A 56-76 .726 250 10.0 154 6.1 102 61 3 25
1985-86 201-416 .483 N/A-N/A N/A 77-112 .687 479 17.7 173 6.4 132 80 5 27
1986-87 270-587 .459 N/A-N/A N/A 109-149 .731 649 22.3 221 7.6 102 91 4 29
TOTALS 638-1407 .453 N/A-N/A N/A 286-407 .703 1562 14.7 674 6.4 368 265 15 106
LEAH KLAASSEN
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1994-95 78-174 .448 0-0 .000 38-63 .603 194 6.5 172 5.7 33 13 17 30
1995-96 149-270 .552 0-2 .000 56-72 .778 354 12.6 184 6.6 27 32 16 28
1996-97 206-408 .505 2-5 .400 82-108 .759 496 18.4 192 7.1 67 42 23 27
1997-98 181-368 .492 1-3 .333 59-84 .702 422 15.6 207 7.7 69 51 25 27
TOTALS 614-1220 .503 3-10 .300 235-327 .719 1466 13.1 755 6.7 196 138 81 112
SHERRI BRENDE
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1997-98 91-240 .379 41-105 .390 80-97 .825 303 11.2 66 2.4 76 33 4 27
1998-99 126-296 .426 65-158 .411 75-99 .758 392 14.0 78 2.8 65 40 2 28
1999-2000 144-320 .450 61-161 .379 87-108 .806 436 16.1 78 2.9 30 35 6 27
2000-01 99-269 .368 46-123 .374 69-88 .784 313 11.6 65 2.4 29 25 4 27
TOTALS 460-1125 .409 213-547 .389 311-392 .793 1444 13.2 287 2.6 200 133 16 109
TARA TESSIER
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1984-85 77-172 .448 N/A-N/A N/A 25-63 .397 179 7.5 125 5.0 33 11 14 24
1985-86 140-307 .456 N/A-N/A N/A 108-166 .650 388 14.4 144 5.3 29 29 15 27
1986-87 151-301 .501 N/A-N/A N/A 99-143 .692 401 13.8 175 6.0 30 30 25 29
1987-88 158-299 .528 0-0 .000 140-175 .800 456 15.7 192 6.6 21 36 43 29
TOTALS 526-1079 .487 0-0 .000 372-547 .680 1424 13.1 636 5.8 113 106 97 109
NANCY JOYCE
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1976-77 129-282 .457 N/A-N/A N/A 45-N/A N/A 319 13.9 303 13.2 N/A N/A N/A 23
1977-78 170-329 .544 N/A-N/A N/A 73-N/A N/A 413 17.9 257 11.2 N/A N/A N/A 23
1978-79 93-173 .537 N/A-N/A N/A 20-45 .444 206 15.8 135 10.3 N/A N/A N/A 13
1979-80 185-322 .575 N/A-N/A N/A 111-157 .707 477 17.7 264 9.8 11 N/A N/A 27
TOTALS 586-1106 .530 N/A-N/A N/A 249-N/A N/A 1415 16.5 959 11.1 N/A N/A N/A 86
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JACKRABBIT 1,000-POINT CLUB
ANGELA SWENSON
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1993-94 30-64 .469 0-0 .000 22-32 .688 82 3.7 50 2.3 1 6 13 22
1994-95 162-318 .509 3-11 .273 80-110 .727 407 13.6 178 5.9 13 33 30 30
1995-96 141-328 .430 8-22 .364 88-118 .746 378 13.5 190 6.8 9 21 52 28
1996-97 182-371 .491 2-15 .133 102-135 .756 468 17.3 188 7.0 31 26 40 27
TOTALS 515-1081 .476 13-48 .271 292-395 .739 1335 12.5 606 5.7 54 86 135 107
PAT DOBRATZ
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1970-71 218 12.8 17
1971-72 419 22.1 19
1972-73 348 19.3 18
1973-74 349 20.5 17
TOTALS 1334 18.8 71
ERIN REITEN
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1992-93 96-185 .519 2-8 .250 26-40 .650 220 8.5 101 3.9 54 46 4 26
1993-94 127-240 .529 1-4 .250 56-72 .778 311 10.4 142 4.7 125 54 4 30
1994-95 168-309 .544 15-29 .517 45-66 .682 396 13.2 134 4.5 138 74 3 30
1995-96 151-264 .572 23-65 .354 29-34 .853 354 12.6 112 4.0 170 106 6 28
TOTALS 542-998 .543 41-106 .387 156-212 .736 1281 11.2 489 4.3 487 280 17 114
LAURIE KRUSE
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1987-88 43-91 .472 0-0 .000 38-59 .644 124 4.2 77 2.6 11 10 10 29
1988-89 107-209 .512 0-0 .000 65-99 .657 279 10.0 173 6.2 19 39 22 28
1989-90 137-249 .550 0-0 .000 100-134 .746 374 15.0 178 7.1 23 38 14 25
1990-91 226-448 .504 0-0 .000 141-198 .712 593 22.8 235 9.0 22 31 24 26
TOTALS 513-997 .515 0-0 .000 344-490 .702 1370 12.7 663 6.1 75 118 70 108
CARLEEN ROSE
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1989-90 113-256 .441 0-5 .000 48-71 .676 274 10.1 175 6.5 101 29 6 27
1990-91 139-341 .408 0-2 .000 82-116 .707 360 13.3 204 7.6 89 39 13 28
1991-92 149-370 .403 0-3 .000 90-119 .756 388 13.4 199 6.9 86 55 20 29
1986-87 106-289 .367 1-8 .125 46-76 .605 259 9.6 168 6.2 75 52 24 27
TOTALS 507-1256 .404 1-18 .056 266-382 .696 1281 11.6 746 6.8 351 175 63 110
JODI BERGEMANN
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1990-91 91-211 .431 0-0 .000 37-67 .552 219 7.8 140 5.0 47 39 4 28
1991-92 183-347 .527 0-0 .000 74-108 .685 440 15.2 177 6.1 38 53 12 29
1992-93 135-238 .567 0-0 .000 52-76 .684 322 11.9 149 5.5 51 55 16 27
1993-94 114-228 .500 0-0 .000 61-79 .772 289 9.6 160 5.3 53 38 18 30
TOTALS 523-1024 .511 0-0 .000 224-330 .679 1270 11.1 626 5.5 189 185 50 114
LORA KLUIS
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1995-96 43-93 .462 0-0 .000 32-46 .696 118 4.2 118 4.2 27 20 11 28
1996-97 128-244 .525 1-6 .167 56-81 .691 313 11.6 194 7.2 54 52 25 27
1997-98 158-310 .510 0-2 .000 80-107 .748 396 14.7 194 7.2 53 36 31 27
1998-99 163-332 .491 0-5 .000 82-108 .759 408 14.6 200 7.1 83 56 41 28
TOTALS 492-979 .503 1-13 .077 250-342 .731 1235 11.2 706 6.4 217 164 108 110
Statistical breakdowns for all categories not complete
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JACKRABBIT 1,000-POINT CLUB
LISA KURTENBACH
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1985-86 72-184 .391 N/A-N/A N/A 26-39 .667 170 6.3 83 3.1 126 40 3 27
1986-87 75-191 .392 N/A-N/A N/A 27-46 .586 177 6.1 84 2.8 117 47 4 29
1987-88 124-310 .400 72-170 .423 73-88 .829 393 13.1 108 3.6 98 48 2 30
1988-89 140-329 .426 107-257 .416 47-55 .855 434 15.5 99 3.5 109 71 0 28
TOTALS 411-1014 .405 179-427 .419 173-228 .759 1174 10.3 374 3.3 450 206 9 114
ANN JUST
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1992-93 70-197 .355 21-66 .318 24-36 .667 185 6.9 53 2.0 49 39 2 27
1993-94 98-307 .319 41-141 .291 45-55 .818 282 9.4 96 3.2 125 72 3 30
1994-95 124-326 .380 55-159 .346 49-65 .754 352 11.7 115 3.8 117 60 7 30
1995-96 141-319 .442 65-161 .404 61-78 .782 408 14.6 105 3.8 121 60 5 28
TOTALS 433-1149 .377 182-527 .345 179-234 .765 1227 10.7 369 3.2 412 231 17 115
RACHEL HALSRUD
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1990-91 65-145 .448 28-69 .406 7-8 .875 165 6.1 56 2.1 22 11 0 27
1991-92 110-278 .396 31-97 .320 34-44 .773 285 9.8 97 3.3 37 22 2 29
1992-93 84-200 .420 19-57 .333 38-48 .792 225 8.3 64 2.4 41 42 7 27
1993-94 169-331 .511 64-137 .467 77-94 .819 479 16.0 135 4.5 72 29 7 30
TOTALS 428-954 .449 142-360 .394 156-194 .804 1154 10.2 352 3.1 172 104 16 113
LORI FISH
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1986-87 28-76 .680 N/A-N/A N/A 5-15 .333 61 2.2 77 2.8 21 31 3 27
1987-88 101-251 .402 2-4 .500 35-64 .546 239 7.9 211 7.0 77 71 5 30
1988-89 168-387 .434 0-6 .000 66-105 .629 402 14.4 216 7.7 97 63 7 28
1989-90 167-448 .373 6-32 .188 91-141 .645 431 16.0 158 5.9 110 93 2 27
TOTALS 464-1162 .399 8-42 .190 197-325 .606 1133 10.1 662 5.9 305 258 17 112
LISA KANNEGIETER
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1990-91 49-108 .454 0-0 .000 63-92 .685 161 5.8 77 2.8 26 14 1 28
1991-92 116-254 .457 0-0 .000 86-130 .662 318 11.0 129 4.4 26 35 5 29
1992-93 122-259 .471 0-0 .000 63-101 .624 307 11.8 146 5.6 26 29 1 26
1993-94 115-264 .436 1-2 .500 113-152 .743 344 11.5 147 4.9 26 42 7 30
TOTALS 402-885 .454 1-2 .500 325-475 .684 1130 10.0 499 4.4 104 120 14 113
DAWN HULL
SEASON FGM-FGA PCT. 3FGM-3FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. POINTS AVG. REB. AVG. ASST STL BLK GP
1992-93 49-109 .450 0-0 .000 44-81 .543 142 5.7 111 4.4 19 25 13 25
1993-94 97-216 .449 0-0 .000 72-119 .605 266 8.9 132 4.4 13 31 25 30
1994-95 187-400 .468 0-0 .000 146-204 .716 520 17.3 215 7.2 49 34 17 30
1995-96 77-172 .448 0-0 .000 43-65 .662 197 12.3 75 4.7 13 13 8 16
TOTALS 410-897 .457 0-0 .000 305-469 .650 1125 11.1 533 5.3 94 103 63 101
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JACKRABBIT RECORD BOOK
POINTS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 39 Karla Stevenson vs. Augustana, 1987
Season: 649 Karla Stevenson, 1987 (27 games)
Career: 1,676 Jennifer Johnson, 1982-85 (103 games)
Season Avg.: 22.8 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse, 1991 (593 pts, 26 games)
Career Avg.: 18.8 Pat Dobratz, 1971-74 (1,334 points, 71 games)
FIELD GOALS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 17 Pat Dobratz vs. Mount Marty, 1974
17 Karla Stevenson vs. Augustana, 1987
17 Karla Stevenson vs. North Dakota, 1987
Season: 270 Karla Stevenson, 1987
Career: 687 Jennifer Johnson, 1982-85
Att. Game: 30 Karla Stevenson vs. North Dakota State, 1987
Att. Season: 587 Karla Stevenson, 1987
Att. Career: 1,407 Karla Stevenson, 1984-87
Pct. Game: 100 Laurie Bruns vs. North Dakota State, 1990 (10-10)
Pct. Season: 59.3 Jennifer Johnson, 1984 (163-275)
Pct. Career: 57.0 Jennifer Johnson, 1982-85 (687-1205)
THREE-POINT FIELD GOALS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 9 Lisa Kurtenbach vs. St. Cloud State, 1988
9 Lisa Kurtenbach vs. North Dakota State, 1988
9 Lisa Kurtenbach vs. Southwest State, 1989
Season: 107 Lisa Kurtenbach, 1989 
Career: 213 Sherri Brende, 1998-2001
Att. Game: 20 Lisa Kurtenbach vs. St. Cloud State, 1989
Att. Season: 257 Lisa Kurtenbach, 1989
Att. Career: 547 Sherri Brende , 1998-2001
Pct. Season: 46.7 Rachel Halsrud, 1994 (64-137)
Pct. Career: 43.8 Gwen Greiner, 1998-2001 (127-290)
FREE THROWS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 17 Lisa Kannegieter vs. Mankato, 1992 (17-of-22)
Season: 146 Dawn Hull, 1995
Career: 361 Deb Van Klei, 1986-89 
Att. Game: 22 Lisa Kannegieter vs. Mankato, 1992 (17-of-22)
Att. Season: 204 Dawn Hull, 1995
Att. Career: 529 Deb Van Klei, 1986-89 (361-529)
Pct. Game: 100 Laurie Bruns vs. North Dakota, 1990 (14-14)
100 Nancy Joyce vs. Wyoming, 1980 (10-10)
100 Mandy Koupal vs. Augustana, 1-15-2000 (10-10)
100 Shari Johnson, vs. North Dakota St., 2-23-01 (10-10)
Pct. Season: 82.5 Sherri Brende, 1998 (80-97)
Note: Sarah Rippke made 90.2 percent (37-41) of free throws in the 1999-2000 season,
but did not average the necessary 2.5 made free throws per game to qualify for record.
Pct. Career: 80.4 Rachel Halsrud, 1991-94 (156-194)
Conseuctive: 32 Sarah Rippke, 2000 (first 32 attempts of season)
REBOUNDS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 27 Nancy Joyce vs. Southwest State, 1977
Season: 321 Jennifer Johnson, 1985 (25 games)
Career: 1,083 Jennifer Johnson, 1982-85 (103 games)
ASSISTS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 13 Deb Van Klei vs. Mount Marty, 1989
13 Beth Ommen vs. Morningside, 1997
Season: 170 Erin Reiten, 1996
Career: 521 Holly Sallden, 1990-93 
STEALS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 10 Karla Stevenson vs. Sioux Falls, 1986
Season: 106 Erin Reiten, 1996
Career: 280 Erin Reiten, 1992-96
BLOCKED SHOTS, INDIVIDUAL
Game: 8 Angela Swenson vs. North Dakota State, 1996
Season: 66 Gina Mouw, 1995
Career: 189 Gina Mouw, 1992-96
SCORING, TEAM
Game: 114 vs. Northern Colorado, 1-20-2001
Season: 2,428 in 1995
Avg. Season: 83.7 in 2000 (2,259 in 27 games)
Margin: 76 pts. (SDSU 94, Southwest State 18), 1969
FIELD GOALS, TEAM
Game: 44 vs. Morningside, 1-2-2000
Season: 897 in 1987 (29 games)
Pct. Game: 64.4 vs. Concordia (Moorhead), 1990 (38-of-59)
Pct. Season: 47.0 in 2000 (832-of-1767)
FREE THROWS, TEAM
Made Game: 36 vs. North Dakota State, 2-23-2001 (36-44)
Season: 523 in 1988
Att. Season: 755 in 1988
Pct. Game: 100.0 vs. Morningside (11-11), 1-20-95 (Min. 10 attempts)
Pct. Season: 72.0 in 1996 (438-of-608)
THREE-POINT FIELD GOALS, TEAM
Made Game: 13 vs. Northern Colorado, 2-12-99 
13 at St. Cloud State, 2-27-2001 (Wells Fargo Finals game)
Season: 153 in 2001
REBOUNDS, TEAM
Game: 73 vs. Augustana, 1979
Season: 1293 in 1988 (30 games)
Avg. Season: 50.2 in 1985 (1,257 in 25 games)
ASSISTS, TEAM
Game: 35 vs. Morningside, 1997
Season: 557 in 1996 (28 games)
Per Game: 19.9 in 1996 (557 in 28 games)
STEALS, TEAM
Game: 28 vs. Minnesota-Morris, 11-25-95
Season: 370 in 1995-96 (28 games)
BLOCKED SHOTS, TEAM
Game: 15 vs. Minnesota-Morris, 1993
Season: 171 in 1996 
WHAT THE OPPONENTS HAVE DONE
SCORING
Game: 108 by North Dakota, 1999
Season: 2,109 in 1987 (29 games)
Average: 73.8 in 1986 (1995 points, 27 games)
FIELD GOALS
Game: 44 by North Dakota, 1999
Season: 856 in 1987
Pct. Game: 61.1 by North Dakota, 1999
MISCELLANEOUS
Rebound Avg. Season: 45.4 in 1987
Steals, Game: 21 by Texas A&M-Kingsville, 1998
Steals, Season: 255 in 1991 (28 games)
Blocked Shots Game: 11 by USD, 1987
Blocked Shots Season: 101 in 1987 (29 games)
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SCORING LEADERS
YEAR PLAYER PTS. YEAR HOMETOWN
1966-67 Carolyn Fiscus ........................109 Fr. Whiting, Iowa
1967-68  Sandy Sundstrom ......................77 Jr. Artesian, S.D.
1968-69 Pam Kessler................................86 Sr. Brookings, S.D.
1969-70 Carolyn Fiscus ........................222 Sr. Whiting, Iowa
1970-71 Pat Dobratz ..............................218 Fr. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1971-72 Pat Dobratz ..............................419 So. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1972-73 Pat Dobratz ..............................348 Jr. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1973-74 Pat Dobratz ..............................349 Sr. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1974-75 Tanya Crevier............................292 So. Jefferson, S.D.
1975-76 Kris Nelson ..............................269 Jr. Sioux City, Iowa
1976-77 Nancy Joyce ............................319 Fr. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1977-78 Nancy Joyce ............................413 So. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1978-79 Lorna VandenBerg ....................259 So. Brookings, S.D.
1979-80 Nancy Joyce ............................477 Sr. Sioux Falls, S.D.
1980-81 Cindy Dimmel ..........................337 Sr. Austin, Minn.
1981-82 Jennifer Johnson........................411 Fr. St. Cloud, Minn.
1982-83 Jennifer Johnson........................411 So. St. Cloud, Minn.
1983-84 Jennifer Johnson........................378 Jr. St. Cloud, Minn.
1984-85 Jennifer Johnson........................476 Sr. St. Cloud, Minn.
1985-86 Karla Stevenson........................479 Jr. Hayti, S.D.
1986-87 Karla Stevenson........................649 Sr. Hayti, S.D.
1987-88 Deb Van Klei ............................492 Jr. Edgerton, Minn.
1988-89 Deb Van Klei ............................471 Sr. Edgerton, Minn.
1989-90 Lori Fish ..................................431 Sr. St. Cloud, Minn.
1990-91 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse ................593 Sr. Lennox, S.D.
1991-92 Jodi Bergemann........................440 So. Blue Earth, Minn.
1992-93 Jodi Bergemann........................322 Jr. Blue Earth, Minn.
1993-94 Rachel Halsrud ........................479 Sr. Bode, Iowa
1994-95 Dawn Hull ................................520 Jr. Sisseton, S.D.
1995-96 Ann Just ..................................408 Sr. Little Falls, Minn.
1996-97 Leah Klaassen ..........................496 Jr. Willmar, Minn.
1997-98 Leah Klaassen ..........................422 Sr. Willmar, Minn.
1998-99 Lora Kluis ................................408 Sr. Slayton, Minn.
1999-2000 Sherri Brende ..........................436 Jr. Baltic, S.D.
2000-01 Angie Loken ............................320 Sr. St. Peter, Minn.
TOP TEN SINGLE-SEASON SCORING AVERAGES
NO. PLAYER YEAR GAMES POINTS AVG.
1. Laurie (Bruns) Kruse ..................................1990-91 26 593 22.8
2. Karla Stevenson ........................................1986-87 29 649 22.3
3. Pat Dobratz ................................................1971-72 19 419 22.1
4. Pat Dobratz ................................................1973-74 17 349 20.5
5. Pat Dobratz ................................................1972-73 18 348 19.3
6. Jennifer Johnson ........................................1984-85 25 476 19.0
7. Leah Klaassen ............................................1996-97 27 496 18.4
8. Carolyn Fiscus ..........................................1966-67 6 109 18.1
9. Nancy Joyce ..............................................1977-78 23 413 17.9
10. Karla Stevenson ........................................1985-86 27 479 17.7
ASSIST LEADERS
YEAR PLAYER GAMES ASSISTS AVG.
1978-79 Laurel Fornia ..............................................22 72 3.27
1979-80 Mary Korbel ................................................24 50 2.08
1980-81 Mary Korbel ................................................26 75 2.88
1981-82 Mary Korbel ................................................28 124 4.42
1982-83 Sue McDonald ............................................25 63 2.52
1983-84 Rita Hurley ..................................................25 69 2.76
1984-85 Michele Greene ..........................................25 115 4.60
1985-86 Karla Stevenson ..........................................27 132 4.88
Deb (Veldkamp) Van Klei ..............................27 132 4.88
1986-87 Lisa Kurtenbach ..........................................29 117 4.03
1987-88 Deb Van Klei ................................................30 146 4.86
1988-89 Deb Van Klei ................................................28 148 5.29
1989-90 Lori Fish ......................................................27 110 4.07
1990-91 Holly Sallden ..............................................28 164 5.86
1991-92 Holly Sallden ..............................................29 151 5.21
1992-93 Holly Sallden ..............................................27 145 5.37
1993-94 Ann Just ......................................................30 125 4.16
Erin Reiten ..................................................30 125 4.16
1994-95 Erin Reiten ..................................................30 138 4.60
1995-96 Erin Reiten ..................................................28 170 6.07
1996-97 Beth Ommen ..............................................27 169 6.25
1997-98 Jennifer Sylvester ........................................27 88 3.26
1998-99 Jennifer Sylvester ........................................28 128 4.57
1999-2000 Jennifer Sylvester ........................................27 163 6.04
2000-01 Shari Johnson ..............................................27 95 3.52
(statistics for all seasons prior to 1979 are incomplete)
REBOUNDING LEADERS
YEAR PLAYER GAMES REB. AVG.
1975-76 Kris Nelson ................................................21 218 10.4
1976-77 Nancy Joyce ..............................................23 303 13.2
1977-78 Nancy Joyce ................................................23 257 11.1
1978-79 Lorna VandenBerg ......................................22 189 8.6
Nancy Joyce ..............................................*13 135 10.3
1979-80 Nancy Joyce ..............................................27 264 9.8
1980-81 Cindy Dimmel ............................................26 226 8.7
1981-82 Jennifer Johnson ..........................................28 247 8.8
1982-83 Jennifer Johnson ..........................................25 284 11.8
1983-84 Jennifer Johnson ..........................................25 241 9.6
1984-85 Jennifer Johnson ..........................................25 321 12.8
1985-86 JoElle Byre ................................................27 303 11.2
1986-87 Deb (Veldcamp) Van Klei ..............................29 235 8.1
1987-88 Lori Fish ....................................................30 211 7.0
1988-89 Lori Fish ....................................................28 216 7.7
1989-90 Laurie Bruns ..............................................25 178 7.1
1990-91 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse....................................26 235 9.0
1991-92 Carleen Rose ..............................................29 199 6.9
1992-93 Carleen Rose ..............................................27 168 6.2
1993-94 Jodi Bergemann ..........................................30 160 5.3
1994-95 Dawn Hull ..................................................30 215 7.2
1995-96 Angela Swenson..........................................28 190 6.8
1996-97 Lora Kluis ..................................................27 194 7.2
1997-98 Leah Klaassen ............................................27 207 7.7
1998-99 Lora Kluis ..................................................28 200 7.1
1999-2000 Mandy Koupal ............................................27 219 8.1
2000-01 Angie Loken................................................27 222 8.2
(statistics for all seasons prior to 1976 are incomplete)
*Joyce missed all games after Christmas because of illness
TOP TEN SINGLE-SEASON REBOUNDING AVERAGES
NO. PLAYER YEAR GAMES REBOUNDS AVG.
1. Nancy Joyce ..............................................1976-77 23 303 13.2
2. Jennifer Johnson ........................................1984-85 25 321 12.8
3. Jennifer Johnson ........................................1982-83 25 284 11.8
4. JoElle Byre ................................................1985-86 27 303 11.2
5. Nancy Joyce ..............................................1977-78 23 257 11.1
6. Kris Nelson ................................................1975-76 21 218 10.4
7. Nancy Joyce ..............................................1978-79 13 135 10.3
8. Nancy Joyce ..............................................1979-80 27 264 9.8
9. Jennifer Johnson ........................................1983-84 25 241 9.6
10. Laurie (Bruns) Kruse ..................................1990-91 26 235 9.0
JACKRABBIT 400-POINT CLUB — SINGLE SEASON
NO. PLAYER YEAR GAMES POINTS AVG.
1. Karla Stevenson........................................1986-87 29 649 22.3
2. Laurie (Bruns) Kruse ................................1990-91 26 593 22.8
3. Dawn Hull ................................................1994-95 30 520 17.3
4. Leah Klaassen ..........................................1996-97 27 496 18.4
5. Deb Van Klei ............................................1987-88 30 492 16.4
6. Karla Stevenson........................................1985-86 27 479 17.7
Rachel Halsrud ........................................1993-94 30 479 16.0
8. Nancy Joyce..............................................1979-80 27 477 17.6
9. Jennifer Johnson ......................................1984-85 25 476 19.0
10. Deb Van Klei ............................................1988-89 28 471 16.8
11. Angie Swenson ........................................1996-97 27 468 17.3
12. Tara Tessier ..............................................1987-88 29 456 15.7
13. Deb (Veldkamp) Van Klei ..........................1986-87 29 440 15.1
14. Jodi Bergemann........................................1991-92 29 440 15.2
15. JoElle Byre ..............................................1985-86 27 436 16.1
Sherri Brende ........................................1999-2000 27 436 16.1
17. Lisa Kurtenbach........................................1988-89 28 434 15.5
18. Lori Fish ..................................................1989-90 27 431 16.0
19. Leah Klaassen ..........................................1997-98 27 422 15.6
20. Pat Dobratz ..............................................1971-72 19 419 22.1
21. Nancy Joyce ............................................1977-78 23 413 17.9
22. Jennifer Johnson........................................1982-83 25 411 16.4
Jennifer Johnson........................................1981-82 28 411 14.7
24. Ann Just ..................................................1995-96 28 408 14.6
Lora Kluis ................................................1998-99 28 408 14.6
26. Lori Fish ..................................................1988-89 28 402 14.4
27. Tara Tessier ..............................................1986-87 29 401 13.8
JACKRABBIT SINGLE-SEASON LEADERS
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— A —
Aderhold, Linda 1977-78
Anderson,Tricia 1989-90
— B —
Beaird, Lori 1976
Bergemann, Jodi 1991-92-93-94
Braley, Sara 1988
Brende, Sherri 1998-1999-2000-2001
Bretsch, Lynn 1978
Briggs, Jennifer 1999
Brouwer, Carla 1981-82
Byre, JoElle 1983-84-85
— C —
Carney, Julie 1991-92
Carsrud, Laurie 1977
Chamberlain, Ellen  1985-86-87
Cizek, Stacie 2001
Cordes,Tina 1995-96-97-98
Corlette, Cindy  1977-78-79
Crevier, Beth 1977
Crevier,Tanya  1976-77
— D —
Davis, Brenda 2001
DeRuyck, Kris 1998-1999-2000-2001
Dimmel, Cindy 1980-81
— D —
Engel, Erin 1999
— F —
Faust, Nancy 1980
Fish, Lori 1987-88-89-90
Fornia, Laurel 1976-77-78
— G —
Grandgeorge, Diana 1997, 1999
Greene, Michelle 1983-84-85
Greiner, Gwen 1998-1999-2000-2001
Gullickson, Sarah 1995
— H —
Hainline,Tammy  1978
Halsrud, Rachel 1991-92-93-94
Hammrich, Penny 1983-84
Hansen, Karen M. 1984
Hansen, Karen R. 1983-84
Hegge, Karly 2000-01
Hegge, Kassy 2000
Heiden, Sonia 1995
Heirigs, Rochelle 1989-90-91-92
Herzog, Shelly 1985-86
Hiemstra, Kris 1988-89-90-91
Hurley, Rita  1983-84-85
Hull, Dawn 1993-94-95-96
— J —
Johnson, Jenni 1982-83-84-85
Johnson, Shari 1999-2000-2001
Joyce, Nancy  1977-78-79-80
Just, Ann 1993-94-95-96
— K —
Kannegieter, Lisa 1991-92-93-94
Karim, Soraya 1985-86
Klaassen, Leah 1995-96-97-98
Kluis, Lora 1996-97-98-99
Knudsen,Tasha 1992
Korbel, Mary 1980-81-82-83
Koupal, Mandy 2000
Krier, Jean 1976-77
Kruse (Bruns), Laurie 1988-89-90-91
Kurtenbach, Lisa 1986-87-88-89
— L —
Larsen,Virginia  1977-78-79-80
LeGrand, Mary Jo  1980-81
Limoges, Kathy 1994-95-96
Linde, Louise 1985
List, Kristie 1992-93-94
Livingston, Jance 1976
Lodmel, Lori 1984-85
Loken, Angie 1998-1999-2000-2001
Lorence, Gina 1985-86-87-88
— M —
McDonald, Judy 1985-86-87-88
McDonald, Sue 1981-82-83-84
McGee, Fran  1983-84
Mettler (Rollag), Lisa 1987-88-89-90
Mills, Jackie 1987-88-89-90
Morehead, Keeley 1995
Mouw, Gina 1993-94-95-96
Mueller, Lisa 1982
— N —
Nelson, Jamie 1999-2000-2001
Nelson, Kris 1976-77
Nore, Marcelle 1981
— O —
Olson, Kari 1992-93
Olson, Lisa 1997-1998-1999-2000
Ommen, Beth 1994-95-96-97
— P —
Pater, Melissa 2000-01
Pretti, Lisa 1996-97
— R —
Remund, Lynn  1981-82
Reiten, Erin 1993-94-95-96
Rettig, Jeannie 1980-81
Rick, Karla 1979
Riley, Kate 1977-78-79-80
Rippke, Sarah 1998-1999-2000-2001
Robbins, Sarah 1997
Rose, Carleen 1990-91-92-93
— S —
Sallden, Holly 1990-91-92-93
Schlimmer, Carol  1976
Schmieding, Becky 1976-77-78
Schooley, Stacy 2000
Schramm, Laura 1988-89-90
Schultz, Deb 1987-88
Silva, Connie 1978-79-80
Smith, Betty 1976
Sperling, Katie 1998
Stevenson, Karla 1984-85-86-87
Stumps, Janet 1978-79
Sutton, Jill 1993
Swenson, Angie 1994-95-96-97
Sylvester, Jennifer 1997-98-99-2000
— T —
Tessier,Tara 1985-86-87-88
— V —
Van Klei (Veldcamp), Deb 
1986-87-88-89
VandenBerg, Lorna 1978-79-80
VanderHeiden,Teri  1989
Vilter,Tina 1989-90-91-92
Voight, Deb 1977
— W —
Wadsworth,Tara 1999-2000
Walters, Darla 1983-84
Weisbrod, Cara 1999
Wiedenfeld,Tammy 1981
Winston, Monica 1984
Winter, Deb 1985-86
Wohlleber, Julie 1982
Woodward, Laura 1994
Wulf, Cara 1996-97
SDSU began awarding varsity letters in
women's athletics in the 1975-76 school year.
NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE MVP
YEAR PLAYER HOMETOWN
1991 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse Lennox, S.D.
ALL-NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE
YEAR PLAYER HOMETOWN
2001 Sherri Brende Baltic, S.D.
2000 Sherri Brende Baltic, S.D.
Mandy Koupal Dante, S.D.
1999 Sherri Brende Baltic, S.D.
Lora Kluis Slayton, Minn.
1998 Leah Klaassen Willmar, Minn.
Lora Kluis Slayton, Minn.
1997 Leah Klaassen Willmar, Minn.
Angela Swenson Rochester, Minn.
1996 Erin Reiten Drummond, Wis.
Ann Just Little Falls, Minn.
Angela Swenson Rochester, Minn.
1995 Dawn Hull Sisseton, S.D.
Erin Reiten Drummond, Wis.
1994 Jodi Bergemann Blue Earth, Minn.
Rachel Halsrud Bode, Iowa
1993 Lisa Kannegieter Willow Lake, S.D.
1992 Jodi Bergemann Blue Earth, Minn.
Carleen Rose Fergus Falls, Minn.
1991 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse Lennox, S.D.
1990 Lori Fish St. Cloud, Minn.
1989 Deb Van Klei Edgerton, Minn.
Lisa Kurtenbach Brookings, S.D.
1988 Tara Tessier Pierre, S.D.
Deb Van Klei Edgerton, Minn.
1987 Karla Stevenson Hayti, S.D.
1986 Karla Stevenson Hayti, S.D.
1985 Jennifer Johnson St. Cloud, Minn.
1984 Jennifer Johnson St. Cloud, Minn.
1983 Jennifer Johnson St. Cloud, Minn.
ACADEMIC ALL-NCC
YEAR PLAYER HOMETOWN
2001 Gwen Greiner Hancock, Minn.
Angie Loken St. Peter, Minn.
2000 Angie Loken St. Peter, Minn.
Jennifer Syvester St. Peter, Minn.
1999 Sherri Brende Baltic, S.D.
Jennifer Sylvester St. Peter, Minn.
1997 Jennifer Sylvester St. Peter, Minn.
1996 Dawn Hull Sisseton, S.D.
1995 Dawn Hull Sisseton, S.D.
1994 Jodi Bergemann Blue Earth, Minn.
1993 Jodi Bergemann Blue Earth, Minn.
1992 Jodi Bergemann Blue Earth, Minn.
Rochelle Heirigs Sioux Falls, S.D.
1991 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse Lennox, S.D.
Rochelle Heirigs Sioux Falls, S.D.
1990 Laurie Bruns Lennox, S.D.
Lisa Mettler Brookings, S.D.
1989 Deb Van Klei Edgerton, Minn.
Laurie Bruns Lennox, S.D.
1988 Tara Tessier Pierre, S.D.
Deb Van Klei Edgerton, Minn.
1987 Tara Tessier Pierre, S.D.
1986 JoElle Byre Sioux Falls, S.D.
Tara Tessier Pierre, S.D.
1985 Jennifer Johnson St. Cloud, Minn.
1984 Jennifer Johnson St. Cloud, Minn.
1983 Jennifer Johnson St. Cloud, Minn.
NCC FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
YEAR PLAYER HOMETOWN
2001 Brenda Davis* Colton, S.D.
2000 Mandy Koupal Dante, S.D.
1993 Erin Reiten* Drummond, Wis.
NCC DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
YEAR PLAYER HOMETOWN
1999 Gwen Greiner* Hancock, Minn.
*shared honor
DAKTRONICS ALL-NORTH CENTRAL REGION
YEAR PLAYER TEAM
2000 Sherri Brende Second Team
1999 Lora Kluis Second Team
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTORS’
ALL-NORTH CENTRAL REGION
YEAR PLAYER TEAM
1996 Ann Just Second Team
1996 Erin Reiten Second Team
1995 Dawn Hull First Team
GTE/COSIDA ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA
YEAR PLAYER TEAM
1991 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse Second Team
1988 Tara Tessier First Team
NCAA POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
YEAR PLAYER HOMETOWN
1994 Jodi Bergemann Blue Earth, Minn.
1991 Laurie (Bruns) Kruse Lennox, S.D.
1988 Tara Tessier Pierre, S.D.
JACKRABBIT AWARD WINNERS
JACKRABBIT LETTERWINNERS
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ALL-TIME RECORDS VS. OPPONENTS
Air Force 2-0
Alaska-Anchorage 1-2
Alaska-Fairbanks 1-1
Angelo State (Texas) 1-0
Augustana (S.D.) 43-20
Bemidji State (Minn.) 11-0
Black Hills State (S.D.) 1-0
Briar Cliff (Iowa) 5-1
Buena Vista (Iowa) 2-1
Cal Poly-Pomona 2-0
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo 1-0
Cal Riverside 1-0
Cal State-Sacramento 0-1
Cal State-San Bernadino 1-0
Cal State-Stanislaus 1-0
Cameron (Okla.) 1-0
Central Missouri State 1-1
Concordia (Moorhead) 3-2
Creighton (Neb.) 0-2
Dakota State 27-0
Dakota Wesleyan 6-0
Denver AAU 0-1
Denver University (Colo.) 3-0
Eastern Illinois 1-0
Eastern Montana 1-1
Ferris State (Mich.) 0-1
Fort Hays State (Kan.) 0-1
Grand Canyon (Ariz.) 2-0
Grand View (Iowa) 1-2
Gustavus Adolphus (Minn.) 2-0
Huron 3-0
Idaho State 1-0
Iowa 0-1
Immaculata (Pa.) 0-1
Jamestown (N.D.) 1-0
Kansas 1-0
Kansas State 1-2
Lakehead (Manitoba) 1-0
Luther (Iowa) 1-0
Manitoba 1-0
Mary, University of (N.D.) 0-1
Marycrest (Iowa) 1-0
Memphis State (Tenn.) 0-1
Mesa State (Colo.) 1-0
Metro State (Colo.) 3-0
Midland Lutheran (Neb.) 0-2
Minnesota, University of 2-1
Minnesota-Duluth 4-4
Minnesota-Morris 19-1
Minn. State, Mankato 39-15
Minn. State, Moorhead 13-2
Minot State (N.D.) 2-0
Mississippi College 1-0
Missouri-Kansas City 1-0
Montana State-Billings 1-1
Montana Tech 1-0
Morningside (Iowa) 30-10
Mount Marty 17-0
Mount Mercy (Iowa) 1-1
NCE-Omaha 1-0
Nebraska, University of 0-1
Nebraska-Kearney 2-1
Nebraska-Omaha 23-29
Nebraska Wesleyan 1-0
Nettleton College 1-0
North Dakota 16-35
North Dakota State 18-33
Northeast Missouri State 0-1
Northern Colorado 17-9
Northern Iowa 0-2
Northern State 25-15
Northwest Missouri State 2-0
Northwestern (Iowa) 9-1
Pittsburg State (Kan.) 0-1
Regis (Colo.) 4-0
St. Ambrose (Iowa) 0-1
St. Benedict (Minn.) 1-0
St. Cloud State (Minn.) 25-20
St. Mary (Neb.) 3-2
St. Mary’s (Texas) 1-0
South Dakota 40-19
South Dakota-Springfield 11-0
Southern Colorado 2-0
Southern Connecticut 0-1
Southwest State (Minn.) 22-6
Sioux Falls 17-0
Texas A&M-Kingsville 0-1
Upper Iowa 1-0
Valley City State (N.D.) 1-0
Wartburg (Iowa) 1-0
Wayne State (Neb.) 7-8
Westmar (Iowa) 7-7
West Texas State 0-1
William Penn (Iowa) 0-2
William Woods (Mo.) 0-1
Winona State (Minn.) 5-0
Winnipeg 1-1
Wisconsin-Eau Claire 1-0
Wisconsin-La Crosse 1-1
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 0-1
Wisconsin-Superior 2-0
Wisconsin-Whitewater 1-0
Wyoming 1-1
Yankton (S.D.) 6-0
TOTAL 545-282
JACKS VS. 2001-02 OPPONENTS
OPPONENT SERIES LAST MEETING STREAK
Augustana 43-20 2000-01 (W, 70-55) Won 1
Bemidji State 11-0 2000-01 (W, 80-66) Won 11
Concordia-St. Paul 0-0 First Meeting —
Fort Valley State (Ga.) 0-0 First Meeting —
Minnesota-Crookston 0-0 First Meeting —
Minnesota-Duluth 4-4 2000-01 (L, 61-76) Lost 2
Minnesota-Morris 19-1 1998-99 (W, 80-60) Won 1
Minn. State, Mankato 39-15 2000-01 (W, 88-56) Won 14
Morningside 30-10 2000-01 (L, 60-80) Lost 1
Nebraska-Omaha 23-29 2000-01 (W, 72-70) Won 1
North Dakota 16-35 2000-01 (L, 70-85) Lost 11
North Dakota State 18-33 2000-01 (L, 90-92) Lost 2
Northern Colorado 17-9 2000-01 (L, 72-83) Lost 1
Northern State 25-15 2000-01 (L, 69-70) Lost 5
St. Cloud State 25-20 2000-01 (L, 80-81) Lost 2
Sioux Falls 17-0 1996-97 (W, 112-56) Won 17
South Dakota 40-19 2000-01 (W, 85-73) Won 21
Winona State 5-0 2000-01 (W, 92-70) Won 5
JACKRABBITS IN POSTSEASON PLAY
1988 North Central Regional
Fargo, N.D.
vs. North Dakota W, 76-60
vs. North Dakota State L, 77-91
1994 Division II Play-In Game
Brookings, S.D.
vs. Nebraska-Kearney W, 81-68
1994 North Central Regional
Grand Forks, N.D.
vs. North Dakota W, 61-51
vs. North Dakota State L, 52-82
1995 Division II First-Round Game
Brookings, S.D.
vs. Denver W, 95-59
1995 North Central Regional
Fargo, N.D.
vs. North Dakota W, 78-75
vs. North Dakota State L, 68-82
1996 North Central Regional
Fargo, N.D.
vs. North Dakota L, 55-68
1999 North Central Regional
Grand Forks, N.D.
vs. Augustana L, 62-66
Overall, the Jackrabbits have a 5-5 record in
NCAA postseason games. In addition, SDSU won
11 AIAW state championships from 1970-82
and made a national tournament appearance in
1972.
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MINNESOTA STATE,
MANKATO
at Brookings, Jan. 5
at Mankato, Feb. 1
NICKNAME: Mavericks
LOCATION: Mankato, Minn.
ENROLLMENT: 12,842
ARENA: Bresnan Arena at Taylor Center (4,521)
HEAD COACH: Ann Walker (fourth year)
PREVIEW: The Mavericks will look to take another step
forward this season after finishing 8-20 overall, 5-13
in the NCC a year ago. Center Jenny Groom, who led
the team with averages of 11.2 points and 7.4
rebounds a year ago, leads the returning class.
Forwards Kris Wolle (7.5 ppg, 3.8 rpg) and Kristin Volk
(7.8 ppg, 51.2 percent from three-point range) also
return, as do guards Emily Birkholz (4.4 ppg, 1.4
rpg), Kim Curtis (6.2 ppg, 1.5 rpg) and Kelli Freeman
(7.2 ppg, 2.2 rpg).
NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE OPPONENTS
AUGUSTANA
COLLEGE
at Brookings, Jan. 12
at Sioux Falls, Feb. 9
NICKNAME: Vikings
LOCATION: Sioux Falls, S.D.
ENROLLMENT: 1,750
ARENA: Elmen Center (4,000)
HEAD COACH: Dave Krauth (13th year)
PREVIEW: The Vikings return three starters from the
2000-01 squad which qualified for the North Central
Regional. Senior guard Tamera Oltmanns returns after
leading the team in scoring (16.0 points per game)
and assists (155, 5.5 per game) a season ago.
Forward Lonna Larson (5.2 ppg, 3.3 rpg) and center
Charissa Sheppard (9.3 ppg, 8.1 rpg) also return to
the starting lineup. Guards Brenna Rollie (3.3 ppg,
2.6 rpg) and Tresse Klumper (7.7 ppg, 2.3 rpg) and
post Nina Rozell (4.5 ppg, 4.5 rpg) return as reserves.
MORNINGSIDE
COLLEGE
at Sioux City, Dec. 29
at Brookings, Jan. 26
NICKNAME: Mustangs
LOCATION: Sioux City, Iowa
ENROLLMENT: 1,200
ARENA: Allee Gym (2,500)
HEAD COACH: Jamie Sale (first year)
PREVIEW: The Mustangs return three starters and four
other letterwinners, led by guard Erica Thein.The
junior earned honorable mention all-NCC honors last
year, averaging 11.8 points and 6.2 rebounds per
game. She is joined in the backcourt by senior guard
Mindy Durant (9.4 ppg, 2.3 rpg). Senior center Katie
Bolton (6.4 ppg, 4.2 rpg) also returns to the lineup
for first-year coach Jamie Sale, who moved over from
crosstown rival Briar Cliff. Nickie Rotert (6.6 ppg, 2.1
rpg) is the top returning scorer off the bench.
UNIVERSITY OF
NEBRASKA-OMAHA
at Omaha, Jan. 18
at Brookings, Feb. 16
NICKNAME: Mavericks
LOCATION: Omaha, Neb.
ENROLLMENT: 13,000
ARENA: Sapp Fieldhouse (3,500)
HEAD COACH: Lisa Carlsen (second year)
PREVIEW: Jennifer Mitchell leads a group of four
returning starters for the Maverick women. Mitchell
averaged 14.2 points and 4.4 rebounds per game,
while also leading the team with 124 assists. Other
returning starters include: Tanya Hammes (11.0 ppg,
7.7 rpg), Sara Peterson (8.2 ppg, 3.0 rpg) and Erin
Wessling (7.0 ppg, 2.6 rpg). Front-court players Anne
Bomstad (8.7 ppg, 5.2 rpg), Rachel Volnek (3.0 ppg,
3.3 rpg) and Kara Paul (2.8 ppg, 3.1 rpg) will 
provide additional depth.
UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH DAKOTA
at Brookings, Dec. 7
at Grand Forks, Feb. 23
LOCATION: Grand Forks, N.D.
ENROLLMENT: 11,300
ARENA: Hyslop Sports Center (4,792)
HEAD COACH: Gene Roebuck (15th year)
PREVIEW: UND returns only one starter from last 
season’s squad which advanced to the national title
game, but figures to be in the thick of the NCC title
hunt again this year. Junior forward/center Jenny Boll,
who averaged 12.5 points and 7.0 rebounds per
game last year as a starter, will be joined in the front
court by forward Becky Moen (9.8 ppg, 2.5 rpg) and
center Janel Palbicki (6.9 ppg, 5.4 rpg). UND, which
does not have a senior on its roster, also gains trans-
fers Trish Fleming (21.3 ppg at IUPUI-Fort Wayne last
year) and North Dakota State transfer Mary Perrizo.
UNIVERSITY OF
NORTHERN COLORADO
at Greeley, Jan. 19
at Brookings, Feb. 15
NICKNAME: Bears
LOCATION: Greeley, Colo.
ENROLLMENT: 11,100
ARENA: Butler-Hancock Hall (4,500)
HEAD COACH: Ron Vlasin (first year)
PREVIEW: The Bears open the 2001-02 with their
third different head coach in as many years as Ron
Vlasin takes over the program. He will have the luxury
of working with one of the top post players in the
NCC in junior Missy Borell (17.7 points, 9.8 rebounds
per game last year). Joining Borell on the front line is
junior forward/center Jill Fadenrecht (10.4 ppg, 6.5
rpg). Senior guard Julie Bentson (7.4 ppg, 2.1 rpg)
also returns after starting last year.Three other letter-
winners and 11 newcomers round out the Bear roster.
NORTH DAKOTA
STATE UNIVERSITY
at Brookings, Dec. 8
at Fargo, Feb. 22
NICKNAME: Bison
LOCATION: Fargo, N.D.
ENROLLMENT: 10,000
ARENA: Bison Sports Arena (8,000)
HEAD COACH: Amy Ruley (23rd year)
PREVIEW:The Bison face the prospect of replacing
three of their top four scorers from a year ago.
Amanda Gehrke, who finished second on the team
with averages of 14.8 points and 5.7 rebounds per
game, is the top returning player. Point guard Donni
Luecke (4.5 ppg, 3.3 rpg) also returns to the starting
lineup. A top reserve returning from a year ago is
Angie Froehlich (5.5 ppg, 2.1 rpg). Coach Amy Ruley
has a career record of 537-134 heading into the
2001-02 season.
ST. CLOUD
STATE UNIVERSITY
at Brookings, Jan. 4
at St. Cloud, Feb. 2
NICKNAME: Huskies
LOCATION: St. Cloud, Minn.
ENROLLMENT: 15,000
ARENA: Halenbeck Hall (7,500)
HEAD COACH: Lori Ulferts (eighth season)
PREVIEW: The Huskies will look to get back to the
NCAA postseason as they return four players with
extensive starting experience, including Tina Schreiner,
who led the NCC in scoring (19.4 ppg) and finished
second in rebounding (9.8 rpg). Point guard Nicole
Persby (9.7 ppg, 5.7 apg) also returns, as does junior
guard Jessica Abrahams (9.3 ppg, 4.3 rpg). Co-NCC
Freshman of the Year Andrea Shogren (7.1 ppg, 2.3
rpg) is back after starting 17 games a year ago, along
with post Jenny Peterson (4.0 ppg, 4.6 rpg).
UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH DAKOTA
at Vermillion, Dec. 30
at Brookings, Jan. 25
NICKNAME: Coyotes
LOCATION:Vermillion, S.D.
ENROLLMENT: 7,349
ARENA: DakotaDome (10,000)
HEAD COACH: Chad Lavin (fourth year)
PREVIEW: The Coyotes will look to build upon their
breakthrough season from a year ago in which they
finished 15-12 overall and 9-9 in the NCC. Julia Frie
(12.1 points, 6.4 rebounds per game) leads a group
of four returning starters. She is joined on the front
line by Alissa Koronkiewicz (2.9 ppg, 4.9 rpg), along
with guards Krista Orsack (8.2 ppg, 2.4 rpg) and
Dawn Sudbeck, who redshirted a year ago. USD also
gains the services of transfers Mandy Koupal and
Stacey Schooley.
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NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE STANDINGS
SCHOOL NCC OVERALL
North Dakota 15-3 29-4
Augustana 13-5 20-8
North Dakota State 13-5 25-8
St. Cloud State 12-6 21-9
South Dakota State 9-9 15-12
South Dakota 9-9 15-12
Northern Colorado 7-11 12-15
Nebraska-Omaha 6-12 8-18
Minnesota State, Mankato 5-13 8-20
Morningside 1-17 4-22
PLAYER YEAR SCHOOL
Brittani Janssen** Sr. Augustana
Tamera Oltmanns Jr. Augustana
Kris Neuberger Sr. Minn. State, Mankato
Trish Martin* Sr. Morningside
Jennifer Mitchell Jr. Nebraska-Omaha
Mandy Arndtson Sr. North Dakota
Jenny Boll So. North Dakota
Tonia Jones Sr. North Dakota
Theresa LeCuyer* Sr. North Dakota
Jaime Berry* Sr. North Dakota State
Amanda Gehrke Jr. North Dakota State
Missy Borell So. Northern Colorado
Tina Schreiner Jr. St. Cloud State
Christine Williamson** Sr. St. Cloud State
Kelly Gese* Sr. South Dakota
Sherri Brende** Sr. South Dakota State
* Two-time selection ** Three-time selection
HONORABLE MENTION ALL-NCC: Augustana: Nicole
Tendler; Minnesota State, Mankato: Jenny Groom;
Morningside: Danika Okerstrom, Erica Thein;
Nebraska-Omaha: Tanya Hammes; North Dakota
State: Jayne Boeddeker; St. Cloud State: Nicole Persby;
South Dakota: Julia Frie, Kelly Koepp; South Dakota
State: Angie Loken, Melissa Pater.
COACH OF THE YEAR: Gene Roebuck, North Dakota
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER: Theresa LeCuyer, North
Dakota
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:Tonia Jones, North
Dakota
FRESHMEN OF THE YEAR: Brenda Davis, South
Dakota State, and Andrea Shogren, St. Cloud State
2000-01 NORTH CENTRALCONFERENCE REVIEW
2000-01 NCC LEADERS
SCORING LEADERS
NO. PLAYER AVG.
1. Tina Schreiner, SCSU 18.8
2. Theresa LeCuyer, UND 17.2
3. Tamera Oltmanns, AC 16.7
4. Jaime Berry, NDSU 16.6
5. Missy Borell, UNC 16.5
6. Amanda Gehrke, NDSU 15.6
7. Christine Williamson, SCSU 15.1
8. Nicole Tendler, AC 14.3
9. Brittani Janssen, AC 13.9
10. Jennifer Mitchell, UNO 13.8
17. Melissa Pater, SDSU 12.1
20. Sherri Brende, SDSU 11.4
24. Angie Loken, SDSU 10.2
REBOUNDING LEADERS
NO. PLAYER AVG.
1. Trish Martin, MC 12.1
2. Tina Schreiner, SCSU 9.8
3. Missy Borell, UNC 9.7
4. Angie Loken, SDSU 8.4
5. Charissa Sheppard, AC 8.3
20. Sarah Rippke, SDSU 5.5
25. Melissa Pater, SDSU 4.9
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE LEADERS
NO. PLAYER PCT.
1. Janel Palbicki, UND .583
2. Trish Martin, MC .564
3. Charissa Sheppard, AC .545
4. Jenny Boll, UND .529
5. Anne Bomstad, UNO .522
6. Melissa Pater, SDSU .521
16. Angie Loken, SDSU .441
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE LEADERS
NO. PLAYER PCT.
1. Nicole Tendler, AC .911
2. Shari Johnson, SDSU .847
3. Amanda Iverson, USD .845
4. Kelly Gese, USD .815
Tresse Klumper, AC .815
16. Sherri Brende, SDSU .734
ASSISTS
NO. PLAYER AVG.
1. Tamera Oltmanns, AC 5.72
2. Jennifer Mitchell, UNO 5.17
Nicole Persby, UNO 5.17
4. Kelly Gese, USD 4.61
5. Shari Johnson, SDSU 4.17
ASSIST-TURNOVER RATIO LEADERS
NO. PLAYER RATIO
1. Tonia Jones, UND 2.03
2. Kelly Gese, USD 1.98
3. Shari Johnson, SDSU 1.97
4. Tamera Oltmanns, AC 1.75
5. Nicole Persby, SCSU 1.72
Jennifer Mitchell, UNO 1.72
THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL LEADERS
NO. PLAYER AVG.
1. Nicole Tendler, AC 2.44
2. Krista Orsack, USD 2.33
Jennifer Mitchell, UNO 2.33
4. Kelli Freeman, MSUM 1.82
5. Amanda Gehrke, NDSU 1.72
6. Sherri Brende, SDSU 1.67
THREE-POINT PERCENTAGE LEADERS
NO. PLAYER PCT.
1. Shari Johnson, SDSU .559
2. Kristin Volk, MSUM .514
3. Mandy Arndtson, UND .419
4. Kelli Freeman, MSUM .397
5. Theresa LeCuyer, UND .393
6. Gwen Greiner, SDSU .386
9. Sherri Brende, SDSU .375
STEALS LEADERS
NO. PLAYER AVG.
1. Tonia Jones, UND 2.94
2. Nicole Persby, SCSU 2.33
3. Danika Okerstrom, MC 2.28
4. Amanda Gehrke, NDSU 2.22
Tamera Oltmanns, AC 2.22
Theresa LeCuyer, UND 2.22
T16. Melissa Pater, SDSU 1.44
BLOCKED SHOTS LEADERS
NO. PLAYER AVG.
1. Christine Williamson, SCSU 1.94
2. Tanya Hammes, UNO 1.72
3. Angie Loken, SDSU 1.61
4. Nina Rozell, AC 1.33
5. Missy Borell, UNC 1.17
SDSU TEAM RANKINGS
Three-Point Pct. 1st .352
Rebound Margin 1st +5.5
Scoring Offense 2nd 77.1
Assists 2nd 17.0
Blocked Shots 2nd 3.72
Field Goal Pct. 6th .414
Scoring Defense 9th 73.3
Free Throw Pct. 9th .690
ALL-NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE
PLAYER/SCHOOL GPA MAJOR(S)
Emily Anderson, SCSU 4.00 Sport Management
Mandy Arndtson, UND 3.44 Math/Secondary Ed.
Emily Birkholtz, MSUM 4.00 Biology
Jaime Berry, NDSU 3.36 Physical Education
Jenny Boll, UND 3.88 Biology/Education
Julia Frie, USD 3.82 Biology/Chemistry
Kelly Gese, USD 3.55 Comm. Disorders
PLAYER/SCHOOL GPA MAJOR(S)
Gwen Greiner, SDSU 3.61 HPER
Jenny Hoffner, UND 3.94 Physical Education
Tonia Jones, UND 3.74 Community Nutrition
Kelly Koepp, USD 3.57 Psychology/Biology
Angie Loken, SDSU 3.73 Economics
Tamera Oltmanns, AC 3.47 Biology
NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
DAKTRONICS ALL-NORTH CENTRAL REGION
FIRST TEAM
PLAYER YEAR SCHOOL
Jaime Berry Sr. North Dakota State
Missy Borell So. Northern Colorado
Theresa LeCuyer Sr. North Dakota
Andrea Schreier Sr. Southwest State
Tina Schreiner Jr. St. Cloud State
SECOND TEAM
PLAYER YEAR SCHOOL
Amanda Brown Sr. Winona State
Trish Martin Sr. Morningside
Tamera Oltmanns Jr. Augustana
Beth Swift Jr. Nebraska-Kearney
Christine Williamson Sr. St. Cloud State
HONORABLE MENTION: Augustana: Brittani Janssen; Minnesota State, Mankato: Jenny Groom, Kristin Volk;
Morningside: Erica Thein; Nebraska-Omaha: Anne Bomstad, Keri Kerkoff, Jennifer Mitchell, Andi Sutherland,
Rachel Volnek; North Dakota: Becky Moen; North Dakota State: Jaye Amundson, Jayne Boeddeker, Amanda
Gehrke; Northern Colorado: Missy Borell, Jill Fadenrecht; St. Cloud State: Leah Thomsen, Christine Williamson;
South Dakota State: Kris DeRuyck, Karly Hegge, Melissa Pater.
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1966-67:  Won 6, Lost 0
Head Coach:  Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
65 Sioux Falls 29
35 South Dakota 26
18 Buena Vista (Iowa) 14
52 Augustana 45
51 Dakota State 39
44 Dakota State 34
1967-68:  Won 7, Lost 0
Head Coach: Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
49 Sioux Falls 23
71 Sioux Falls 16
19 Huron 6
62 Northern State 16
66 Dakota State 23
49 Yankton 8
28 Westmar 27
1968-69:  Won 8, Lost 0
Head Coach:  Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
61 Dakota State 14
87 Sioux Falls 26
56 Dakota State 9
69 Southwest State (Minn.) 16
58 Northern State 27
40 Huron 26
94 Southwest State (Minn.) 18
41 Northern State 20
1969-70:  Won 14, Lost 1
Head Coach:  Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
53 Southwest State (Minn.) 17
55 Sioux Falls 21
34 Wayne State (Neb.) 39
60 Augustana 22
46 Wayne State 37
69 USD-Springfield 20
60 Mount Marty 32
73 USD-Springfield 22
54 Southwest State (Minn.) 10
43 Northern State 34
45 Northern State 17
85 Augustana 14
38 USD-Springfield 16
34 Sioux Falls 19
36 Northern State 15
1970-71: Won 15, Lost  2
Head Coach:  Ruth Marske
SDSU                                    Opp.
41 Nettelton 30
33 Southwest State (Minn.) 16
48 Augustana 29
42 Minnesota-Morris 31
45 Northern State 31
43 Dakota State 25
45 Northern State 48
49 Augustana 31
48 USD-Springfield 27
41 Mankato State 42
48 Sioux Falls 36
51 Dakota State 43
55 Briar Cliff (Iowa) 40
48 Dakota State 32
51 Yankton 15
35 South Dakota 23
42 USD-Springfield 34
1971-72: Won 17, Lost 2
Head Coach:  Ruth Marske
SDSU                                    Opp.
74 Augustana 34
61 Dakota State 38
51 Mankato State 36
61 Mankato State 39
52 Northern State 35
51 Minnesota-Morris 47
46 USD-Springfield 30
58 South Dakota 41
50 Dakota State 42
67 Northern State 31
51 Minnesota-Morris 33
SDAIAW  Tournament
76 Yankton 19
59 Dakota State 40
55 South Dakota 49
AIAW  Region VI Tournament
57 Northwest Missouri State 43
48 Luther (Iowa) 45
52 Central Missouri State 51
AIAW National Tournament
47 Immaculata College (Pa.)60
34 Southern Connecticut 72
1972-73:  Won 12, Lost 6
Head Coach: Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
50 Westmar (Iowa) 75
42 Buena Vista (Iowa) 53
50 Wayne State 40
24 Northern State 30
52 Mankato State 42
56 Mankato State 36
41 Southwest State (Minn.) 43
57 Dakota State 18
54 Northern State 33
48 USD-Springfield 32
32 Wayne State (Neb.) 58
51 South Dakota 45
SDAIAW  Tournament
53 Augustana 29
70 Sioux Falls 49
53 South Dakota 34
AIAW  Region VI Tournament
43 Kansas State 34
50 Valley City State (N.D.) 46
51 Westmar (Iowa) 59
1973-74:  Won 13, Lost 4
Head Coach: Jenny Johnson
SDSU                                   Opp.
47 Northern State 36
57 Westmar (Iowa) 59
54 Mankato State 39
46 Northern State 21
53 USD-Springfield 26
58 South Dakota 46
45 Wayne State (Neb.) 41
63 Dakota State 47
57 Westmar (Iowa) 59
76 Mankato State 34
63 Augustana 29
SDAIAW  Tournament
64 USD-Springfield 36
70 South Dakota 43
59 Mount Marty 43
AIAW Region VI Tournament
43 Southwest State (Minn.) 72
93 Mount Marty 42
52 Wayne State (Neb.) 57
1974-75:  Won 17, Lost 6
Head Coach: Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
69 Northern State 55
52 Dakota State 29
41 Westmar (Iowa) 68
61 Yankton 22
56 Westmar (Iowa) 62
66 Buena Vista (Iowa) 52
45 Minnesota-Morris 37
48 Mankato State 43
36 Wisconsin-LaCrosse 55
57 Northern State 26
54 Wayne State (Neb.) 60
74 South Dakota 43
52 USD-Springfield 28
69 Mount Marty 36
54 Mankato State 22
SDAIAW Tournament
61 Dakota State 44
52 Mount Marty 33
61 Northern State 44
xxx
46 Minnesota 42
52 Lakehead (Ontario) 43
AIAW Region VI Tournament
40 Kansas State 70
42 Mankato State 47
70 Kansas 61
1975-76:  Won 16, Lost 5
Head Coach: Norma Boetel
SDSU                                    Opp.
66 USD-Springfield 28
51 Concordia (Moorhead) 47
64 Westmar (Iowa) 62
64 Wayne State (Neb.) 79
64 Augustana 38
75 Dakota State 34
62 Northwestern (Iowa) 52
71 Northern State 52
49 Minnesota 38
50 Northern State 36
58 Mankato State 48
60 South Dakota 37
60 St. Cloud State 58
59 Southwest State 66
69 South Dakota 32
71 Mount Marty 51
55 Wayne State (Neb.) 58
64 Minnesota-Morris 56
AIAW  Region VI Tournament
41 Kansas State 75
48 North Dakota 53
62 Moorhead State (Minn.) 43
1976-77: Won 16, Lost 9
Head Coach: Cindy Davis
SDSU                                    Opp.
77 North Dakota State 61
47 at Concordia (Moorhead) 54
77 NCE-Omaha 68
55 Wayne State (Neb.) 59
65 Southwest State (Minn.) 64
46 at Nebraska-Omaha 63
63 Northern State 58
58 at Mankato State 50
66 Mount Marty 56
44 at St. Cloud State 53
48 Nebraska-Omaha 67
74 at Northern State 77
73 North Dakota 58
58 Westmar (Iowa) 62
58 at Dakota State 47
49 Mankato State 39
65 South Dakota 55
AIAW District Tournament
57 Dakota State 49
64 Augustana 48
SDAIAW  Tournament
66 Augustana 42
58 Mount Marty 41
74 Northern State 66
AIAW Region VI Tournament
at Wayne, Nebraska
70 Fort Hays State (Kan.) 82
66 Minot State (N.D.) 59
64 Mount Mercy (Iowa) 70
1977-78:  Won 12, Lost 11
Head Coach: Cindy Davis
SDSU                                    Opp.
68 at North Dakota State 66
48 Nebraska-Omaha 60
55 at Wayne State (Neb.) 58
61 at Southwest State 84
43 #Nebraska-Omaha 56
69 #Memphis State 101
63 #Iowa 73
71 at South Dakota 66
78 Northern State 69
73 Westmar (Iowa) 57
65 at Augustana 48
56 Minnesota 81
90 South Dakota 64
93 Dakota State 53
57 at Nebraska-Omaha 77
60 St. Cloud State 84
73 Mankato State (OT) 67
77 at Mount Mercy (Iowa) 52
AIAW District at Aberdeen
84 Augustana 52
54 Northern State 71
AIAW  State Tournament
at Vermillion
68 Augustana 52
97 Mount Marty 67
47 South Dakota 59
# at Jennies Classic,Warrensburg,
Missouri
1978-79:  Won 13, Lost 10
Head Coach: Mary Ingram
SDSU                                    Opp.
86 Upper Iowa 53
80 Southwest State (Minn.) 57
60 Wayne State (Neb.) 53
58 at Northern State 77
39 at Nebraska 94
84 #Idaho State 74
58 #Wyoming 74
56 #Denver AAU 61
55 at St. Cloud State 86
57 at Dakota State 55
55 North Dakota 49
55 Nebraska-Omaha 64
50 at South Dakota 66
75 Nebraska-Omaha (OT) 82
74 North Dakota State 65
89 Augustana 75
60 South Dakota 71
79 Mankato State 76
1* Westmar (Iowa) 0
SDAIAW Tournament at Aberdeen
66 Dakota Wesleyan 55
55 Mount Marty 49
76 Northern State (OT) 72
AIAW Region VI Tournament
at St. Joseph, Missouri
64 Northeast Missouri State 67
# at Cowgirl Invite, Laramie, Wyo.
*indicates forfeit by Westmar
1979-80:  Won 16, Lost  11
Head Coach: Mary Ingram
SDSU                                    Opp.
64 Northern Iowa 69
65 at Grand View (Iowa) 83
77 at N’western (Iowa) (OT) 71
75 Wyoming 66
45 at Nebraska-Omaha 76
64 at Southwest State 60
74 Minnesota-Morris 59
70 at Augustana 51
48 at South Dakota 70
91 Yankton 46
79 Westmar (Iowa) 44
71 at North Dakota State 69
81 at North Dakota (2 OT) 86
59 Nebraska-Omaha 61
77 Dakota State 52
60 South Dakota 74
81 Northern State 66
68 at Creighton (Neb.) (OT) 74
66 at Midland Luth. (Neb.) 77
NCC Tournament
at Greeley, Colorado
72 Augustana 51
89 North Dakota 68
67 Nebraska-Omaha 72
xxx
67 Mankato State 58
71 St. Cloud State 67
SDAIAW Playoff at Brookings
75 Northern State 64
AIAW Dakota Playoff at Brookings
75 North Dakota State 72
AIAW Region VI Tourney 
at St. Louis
60 William Woods (Mo.) 67
1980-81:  Won 12, Lost 14
Head Coach:  Mary Ingram
SDSU                                    Opp.
73 at Manitoba 56
59 at Winnipeg 70
62 Southwest State (Minn.) 58
79 Grand View (Iowa) 94
68 at Minnesota-Morris 58
78 Montana Tech 53
66 at St. Mary (Neb.) 65
60 at Nebraska-Omaha 86
55 at South Dakota 91
68 #Wisconsin-Whitewater 48
67 #Pittsburg State (Kan.) 69
67 #Winnipeg 57
42 at Mankato State 53
64 at St. Cloud State 67
67 at Northern State 81
63 North Dakota State 61
88 North Dakota 71
77 Northwestern (Iowa) 64
59 at Augustana 64
66 at Midland Luth. (Neb.) 68
YEAR-BY-YEAR SCORES
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NCC Tournament
at Grand Forks, North Dakota
69 North Dakota State 62
57 Nebraska-Omaha 71
54 North Dakota 73
xxx
39 Nebraska-Omaha 43
SDAIAW Playoffs at Sioux Falls
77 Augustana 71
AIAW Region VI Tourney 
at Omaha, Nebraska
41 vs. William Penn (Iowa) 89
# at Jackrabbit Classic
1981-82:  Won 15, Lost 13
Head Coach:  Mary Ingram
SDSU                                    Opp.
75 at Morningside 59
69 at Northwestern (Iowa) 51
52 at Southwest State 55
78 Morningside (2 OT) 77
74 #Eastern Illinois 64
49 #Wisconsin-Milwaukee 56
78 Yankton 68
76 Northern Colorado 65
66 Minot State (N.D.) 51
43 Northern Iowa 73
67 *Nebraska Wesleyan 48
75 *Missouri-Kansas City 73
54 South Dakota 56
58 North Dakota 55
67 at North Dakota State 55
51 Northern State 57
59 Nebraska-Omaha 56
73 St. Cloud State 67
62 at St. Mary (Neb.) 66
39 at Nebraska-Omaha 63
55 Augustana 57
81 at Augustana 90
68 North Dakota 71
72 North Dakota State 78
SDAIAW Playoff at Brookings
65 Augustana 56
NCC Tournament at Vermillion
68 Augustana 80
AIAW Sub-Region 
at Council Bluffs, Iowa
87 St. Mary (Neb.) 64
AIAW Region VI at Fargo, N.D.
59 William Penn (Iowa) 77
# at Peach Bowl Classic, Cedar
Falls, Iowa
* at Dial Classic, Brookings
1982-83:  Won 8, Lost 17
Head Coach: Mary Ingram
SDSU                                    Opp.
65 at Moorhead State (Minn.) 69
69 at Concordia (Moorhead) 70
90 Dakota State 61
67 #St. Cloud State 69
68 #St. Ambrose (Iowa) 73
78 *Mankato State 80
68 *St. Cloud State 82
73 Southwest State (Minn.) 57
91 @Wisconsin-Superior 42
57 @Northern State 86
59 Morningside 57
61 South Dakota 60
61 at Morningside 69
78 North Dakota 84
78 North Dakota State 74
61 at Northern State 71
81 Augustana 75
57 at South Dakota 72
52 at Nebraska-Omaha 65
65 at St. Mary (Neb.) 66
43 Nebraska-0maha 59
86 Northwestern (Iowa) 78
55 at North Dakota 56
51 at North Dakota State 62
65 at Augustana 66
# at Peach Bowl Classic, Cedar
Falls, Iowa
* at Wisconsin-LaCrosse Invitational
@ at Jackrabbit Classic
1983-84:  Won 8, Lost 17
Head Coach: Mary Ingram
SDSU                                    Opp.
97 #Wisconsin-Eau Claire 49
84 #Marycrest (Iowa) 63
69 Northern State 58
82 *Winona State (Minn.) 59
77 *Moorhead State (Minn.) 69
54 at Southwest State (Minn.)56
73 at Air Force (2 OT) 65
77 at Denver (Colo.) 71
70 at Northern Colorado 79
56 at Morningside 73
44 at  South Dakota 55
63 Morningside 78
46 at North Dakota 74
61 at North Dakota State 96
70 at Augustana 80
60 South Dakota 72
62 Nebraska-Omaha 68
83 Mankato State 97
68 at Nebraska-Omaha (OT) 76
43 at Creighton (Neb.) 78
51 North Dakota 81
79 North Dakota State 77
50 at St. Cloud State 63
64 at Mankato State 91
84 Augustana 98
# at Augustana Tip-Off Tournament
* at Jackrabbit Classic
—
1984-85:  Won 13, Lost 12
Head Coach:  Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
90 Westmar (Iowa) 34
85 at Northwestern (Iowa) 53
91 Minnesota-Morris 64
79 Mount Marty (OT) 75
93 Southwest State (Minn.) 51
64 at Moorhead State (Minn.) 57
67 at Northern State 83
77 #Westmar (Iowa) 29
79 #Wisconsin-Superior 58
66 Nebraska-Omaha 49
51 at North Dakota 73
85 at Augustana 64
50 at Mankato State 58
50 at St. Cloud State 70
81 Morningside 59
75 South Dakota 83
56 at Nebraska-Omaha 67
84 Augustana 75
68 at North Dakota State 103
64 Mankato State 87
87 St. Cloud State 72
65 at Morningside 80
69 at South Dakota 81
64 North Dakota State 81
61 North Dakota 68
* at Jackrabbit Classic
1985-86:  Won 11, Lost 16
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
73 *Sioux Falls 71
67 *Minnesota-Morris 57
80 Northern State 58
72 at Northwestern (Iowa) 74
60 #Grand View (Iowa) 59
70 Huron 54
94 @at Mount Marty 82
82 %Jamestown (N.D.) 45
91 %Northern State (OT) 94
79 %Mary (N.D.) 81
77 at Nebraska-Omaha 80
85 at Briar Cliff (Iowa) 104
92 Augustana 91
44 Mankato State 100
71 St. Cloud State 64
70 North Dakota 74
67 at Morningside 86
58 at South Dakota 61
62 Nebraska-Omaha 66
76 at Augustana 67
72 North Dakota State 83
65 at Mankato State 67
64 at St. Cloud State 65
93 Morningside College 72
65 South Dakota 69
75 at North Dakota State 80
53 at North Dakota 91
* at Jackrabbit Classic
# Game played at Orange City, IA.
@ Home game at Tyndall
% at Northern State Invitational
1986-87:  Won 16, Lost 13
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
91 #Minnesota-Morris 57
84 #Briar Cliff (Iowa) 66
66 at Alaska-Anchorage 90
89 at Alaska-Anchorage (OT) 84
67 at Alaska-Fairbanks (OT) 68
95 at Alaska-Fairbanks 84
78 Dakota Wesleyan 65
73 Mount Marty 61
68 at Southwest State 53
89 Sioux Falls 63
96 Northwestern (Iowa) 69
50 Nebraska-Omaha 53
44 at North Dakota State 76
80 at Augustana 90
79 at St. Cloud State 82
65 at Mankato State 72
66 South Dakota 74
79 Morningside 77
85 at St. Mary (Neb.) 77
78 at Nebraska-Omaha 85
62 Northern State 77
85 Augustana 77
79 at North Dakota 86
68 St. Cloud State 81
75 Mankato State (OT) 70
63 at South Dakota 55
73 at Morningside 94
84 North Dakota 57
75 North Dakota State 66
# at Jackrabbit Classic
1987-88: Won 25, Lost  5
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
79 #Minnesota-Morris 53
81 #Briar Cliff (Iowa) 58
68 Mount Marty 60
68 at Sioux Falls 57
77 at Gustavus (Minn.) 52
84 Moorhead State (Minn.) 43
76 at Dakota Wesleyan 62
81 Southwest State (Minn.) 63
81 Dakota State 56
78 at South Dakota 57
51 at Nebraska-Omaha 90
65 at Northern State 68
86 Augustana 84
77 St. Cloud State 72
83 Mankato State 67
59 North Dakota State 55
70 at Morningside 66
81 South Dakota 78
69 Nebraska-Omaha 61
76 Morningside 70
88 at Augustana 65
70 North Dakota 77
86 St. Cloud State 77
68 Mankato State 67
77 at Regis (Colo.) 52
85 at Metro State (Colo.) 74
82 at North Dakota 65
75 at North Dakota State 77
NCAA Div II North Central
Regional at Fargo, N.D.
76 North Dakota 60
77 North Dakota State 91
# at Jackrabbit Classic
1988-89:  Won 22, Lost 6
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
102 #Briar Cliff (Iowa) 70
77 #Minnesota-Morris 54
90 Mount Marty 70
76 Dakota Wesleyan 43
73 Regis (Colo.) 47
72 Metro State (Colo.) 50
100 at Southwest State (Minn.) 76
90 %Angelo State (Texas) 79
51 %Central Missouri 77
85 at Minnesota-Morris 69
84 Northwestern (Iowa) 46
91 at Dakota State 56
64 Nebraska-Omaha 74
75 South Dakota 64
65 at North Dakota 59
84 at Augustana (OT) 82
61 at Mankato State 49
66 at St. Cloud State 84
81 Morningside 69
67 at Nebraska-Omaha 64
61 at South Dakota 71
100 Augustana 72
56 at North Dakota State 68
72 Mankato State 69
74 St. Cloud State 83
72 at Morningside 69
77 North Dakota State 74
68 North Dakota 62
# at Jackrabbit Classic
% at Jennies Classic, Warrensburg,
Missouri
1989-90: Won 17, Lost 10
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
96 #Minnesota-Morris 54
68 #Augustana 64
61 at Eastern Montana 74
75 at Eastern Montana 64
68 Sioux Falls 45
71 at Mount Marty 64
70 St. Benedict (Minn.) 60
80 Dakota State 58
74 at Nebraska-Omaha 62
74 at Northern Colorado 67
70 at Northwestern (Iowa) 52
62 Augustana 75
67 St. Cloud State 66
68 Mankato State 70
75 North Dakota State 72
54 at South Dakota 70
69 at Morningside 59
72 Nebraska-Omaha 60
80 Northern Colorado 77
59 at Augustana 84
76 North Dakota 78
53 at St. Cloud State 76
65 at Mankato State 52
57 South Dakota 58
83 Morningside 64
54 at North Dakota 84
58 at North Dakota State 70
# at Jackrabbit Classic
1990-91:  Won 18, Lost 10
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
96 #Wisconsin-La Crosse 63
78 #Wayne State (Neb.) 52
62 at Gustavus (Minn.) 61
97 Concordia (Moorhead) 80
65 %Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo 60
63 %Cal State-Sacramento 69
88 Mount Marty 69
68 at Dakota State 46
65 Minnesota-Duluth 79
67 North Dakota 74
69 North Dakota State 83
67 at Nebraska-Omaha 77
84 at Northern Colorado 83
79 at Sioux Falls 35
85 Augustana 83
74 at North Dakota State 83
74 St Cloud State 63
75 Mankato State 80
82 at Morningside 59
63 at South Dakota 69
89 Northern Colorado 62
67 Nebraska-Omaha 56
64 at North Dakota 84
68 at Augustana 81
66 at Mankato State 62
79 at St Cloud State 63
100 South Dakota 97
77 Morningside 61
# at Jackrabbit Classic, Brookings
% at Gold and Green Classic,
Sacramento, California
YEAR-BY-YEAR SCORES
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1991-92: Won 19, Lost 10
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
66 #Minnesota-Duluth 63
88 #Wartburg (Iowa) 64
80 %Moorhead State (Minn.)61
61 %Concordia (Moorhead) 50
59 @Mississippi College 54
58 @West Texas State 93
73 @Alaska-Anchorage 85
90 Nebraska-Kearney 68
82 Sioux Falls 41
75 Bemidji State 55
65 at North Dakota 61
64 at North Dakota State 80
70 Nebraska-Omaha 55
76 Northern Colorado 51
73 at Augustana 84
69 at St. Cloud State 72
75 at Mankato State 62
79 Morningside 61
91 South Dakota 61
72 at Northern Colorado 62
53 at Nebraska-Omaha 62
67 Augustana 70
69 Mankato State 63
83 St. Cloud State 62
71 at South Dakota 64
57 at Morningside 61
58 North Dakota State 78
71 North Dakota 58
***
NCAA Division II Regional 
at Fargo, ND
58 North Dakota State 92
# at Jackrabbit Classic
% at Concordia Thanksgiving
Classic, Moorhead, Minnesota
@ at Dr. Pepper/Lady Buffalo
Classic, Canyon,Texas
1992-93:  Won 17, Lost 10
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
72 #Moorhead State (Minn.)74
90 #Briar Cliff (Iowa) 43
92 Dakota State 26
73 %Mesa State (Colo.) 50
75 %Southern Colorado 55
56 at Minnesota-Duluth 73
68 at Bemidji State (Minn.) 66
84 Sioux Falls 59
73 Bemidji State (Minn.) 45
65 Northern Colorado 48
60 Nebraska-Omaha 51
58 at North Dakota 67
59 at North Dakota State 77
64 Morningside 68
75 South Dakota 60
88 at St. Cloud State 55
61 at Mankato State 73
76 Augustana 73
71 North Dakota State 88
78 North Dakota 79
79 at South Dakota 61
84 at Morningside 67
80 Mankato State 67
90 St. Cloud State 44
62 at Augustana 84
67 at Northern Colorado 75
75 at Nebraska-Omaha 59
# at Jackrabbit Classic
% at Al Kaly Tournament, Pueblo,
Colorado
1993-94:  Won 22, Lost 8
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
96 Bemidji State (Minn.) 76
92 Dakota Wesleyan 64
93 #Cal State-San Bernardino 90
96 #Grand Canyon (Ariz.) 64
71 Minnesota-Duluth 63
60 at Southwest State (Minn.) 54
68 at Nebraska-Kearney 69
80 at Moorhead State (Minn.) 63
83 Minnesota-Morris 53
67 at Nebraska-Omaha 62
61 at Northern Colorado 52
73 North Dakota 78
59 North Dakota State 85
80 at Morningside 74
93 at South Dakota 72
73 St. Cloud State 48
97 Mankato State 76
77 Augustana 85
80 at North Dakota State 74
67 North Dakota 88
83 South Dakota 72
72 Morningside 74
70 at Mankato State 75
80 at St. Cloud State 43
78 at Augustana 71
76 Northern Colorado 63
92 Nebraska-Omaha 66
NCAA Division II "Play--in"
Game, Brookings, SD
81 Nebraska-Kearney 68
NCAA Division II North Central
Regional, Grand Forks, ND
61 North Dakota 51
52 North Dakota State 82
# at Grand Canyon Tournament,
Phoenix, Arizona
1994-95:  Won 24, Lost 6
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
95 Bemidji State (Minn.) 65
102 at Dakota Wesleyan 55
76 Southwest State (Minn.) 59
69 at Minnesota-Morris 43
73 at Air Force 69
79 at Regis (Colo.) 60
82 at Denver (Colo.) 73
98 Grand Canyon (Ariz.) 60
93 Moorhead State (Minn.) 73
75 at Augustana 57
76 Nebraska-Omaha 65
75 Northern Colorado 65
85 at North Dakota 74
47 at North Dakota State 72
89 Morningside 58
85 South Dakota 70
87 at St. Cloud State 74
74 at Mankato State 67
72 at Northern Colorado 74
64 at Nebraska-Omaha 68
54 North Dakota State 75
88 North Dakota 94
70 at South Dakota 56
88 at Morningside 54
92 Mankato State 65
92 St. Cloud State 46
107 Augustana 98
NCAA Division II First Round
Game, Brookings
95 Denver (Colo.) 59
NCAA Division II North Central
Regional, Fargo, N.D.
78 North Dakota 75
68 North Dakota State 82
1995-96:  Won 25, Lost 3
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
82 Bemidji State (Minn.) 56
81 Minnesota-Duluth 50
102 Minnesota-Morris 53
97 at Southwest State (Minn.) 53
91 Sioux Falls 56
71 at Cal-Riverside 65
77 at Cal Poly-Pomona 58
84 at Moorhead State (Minn.) 64
110 Winona State (Minn.) 48
94 Augustana 79
74 at Nebraska-Omaha 51
77 at Northern Colorado 73
75 North Dakota 86
80 North Dakota State 63
96 at Morningside 80
97 at South Dakota 51
83 St. Cloud State 65
90 Mankato State 54
83 Northern Colorado 76
81 Nebraska-Omaha 76
63 at North Dakota State 81
70 at North Dakota 69
109 South Dakota 64
103 Morningside 54
83 at Mankato State 59
100 at St. Cloud State 91
86 at Augustana 68
NCAA Division II North Central
Regional, Fargo, ND
55 North Dakota 68
1996-97: Won 19 Lost 8
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
104 #Southern Colorado 65
72 #at Mont. State-Billings 78
112 Sioux Falls 56
86 Moorhead State (Minn.) 51
83 at Minnesota-Morris 72
83 at Minnesota-Duluth 71
78 at Bemidji State (Minn.) 73
89 Southwest State (Minn.) 76
81 Cal Poly-Pomona 54
93 at St. Cloud State 83
65 at Mankato State 51
91 at Augustana 81
85 Nebraska-Omaha (OT) 92
77 Northern Colorado 66
73 at North Dakota 80
60 at North Dakota State 85
101 Morningside 89
70 South Dakota 65
72 Augustana 87
60 at Northern Colorado 83
80 at Nebraska-Omaha 64
55 North Dakota State 84
70 North Dakota 96
64 at South Dakota 56
87 at Morningside 60
87 Mankato State 62
97 St. Cloud State 61
# at Montana State University-
Billings Tournament
1997-98: Won 18 Lost 9
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
74 at Winona State (Minn.) 56
90 at Moorhead State (Minn.) 61
65 Minnesota-Duluth 71
56 Minnesota-Morris 60
56 #Ferris State (Mich.) 64
91 #Cal State-Stanislaus 62
82 Bemidji State (Minn.) 59
96 Montana State-Billings 82
97 at Southwest State (Minn.) 61
90 St. Cloud State 99
69 Mankato State 67
67 Augustana 52
82 at Nebraska-Omaha 69
80 at Northern Colorado 94
55 North Dakota 88
57 North Dakota State 65
70 at Morningside 60
62 at South Dakota 53
73 at Augustana 68
73 Northern Colorado 68
80 Nebraska-Omaha 64
59 at North Dakota State 61
66 at North Dakota 93
68 South Dakota 63
81 Morningside 73
81 at Mankato State 62
83 at St. Cloud State 59
# at Cal State-Stanislaus
Tournament
1998-99: Won 20, Lost 8
Head Coach: Nancy Neiber
SDSU                                    Opp.
83 at Bemidji State (Minn.) 64
80 at Minnesota-Morris 60
76 #St. Mary’s (Texas) 63
90 #Cameron (Okla.) 82
69 #at Texas A&M-Kingsville83
93 Mayville State (N.D.) 49
76 Wayne State (Neb.) 61
76 Southwest State (Minn.) 57
74 Moorhead State (Minn.) 59
96 at Morningside 85
68 at South Dakota 54
63 St. Cloud State 62
77 Minn. State, Mankato 44
71 at Augustana 70
74 at Nebraska-Omaha 66
76 at Northern Colorado 77
77 North Dakota 108
77 North Dakota State 76
67 at Minn. State, Mankato 57
69 at St. Cloud State 72
61 Augustana 80
94 Northern Colorado 70
85 Nebraska-Omaha 77
73 at North Dakota State 76
78 at North Dakota 97
76 South Dakota 51
81 Morningside 63
***
NCAA Division II North Central
Regional, Grand Forks, ND
62 Augustana 66
# at Texas A&M-Kingsville
Thanksgiving Classic
1999-2000: Won 19, Lost 8
Head Coaches: Nancy Neiber
and Aaron Johnston*
SDSU                                    Opp.
97 at Moorhead State (Minn.) 74
77 at Wayne State (Neb.) 64
108 ^Northwest Missouri 72
78 ^at Regis (Colo.) 65
92 at Southwest State (Minn.) 62
63 Northern State (OT) 65
87 Mayville State (N.D.) 49
95 Winona State (Minn.) 76
93 Bemidji State (Minn.) 65
110 Morningside 54
80 South Dakota 76
88 at St. Cloud State (OT) 85
77 at Minn. State, Mankato 61
76 at Augustana 90
87 Nebraska-Omaha 71
73 Northern Colorado 83
68 at North Dakota 90
74 at North Dakota State 90
75 Minn. State, Mankato 53
70 St. Cloud State 78
76 Augustana 62
76 at Northern Colorado 88
86 at Nebraska-Omaha 67
95 North Dakota State 82
71 North Dakota 98
85 at South Dakota 79
102 at Morningside 68
* coached last six games of season
^ at Regis/Coors Roundball
Classic, Denver, Colo.
2000-01: Won 15, Lost 12
Head Coach: Aaron Johnston
SDSU                                    Opp.
80 at Bemidji State (Minn.) 66
61 at Minnesota-Duluth 76
92 Winona State (Minn.) 70
73 Southwest State (Minn.) 57
98 at Black Hills State 76
69 at Northern State 70
80 at North Dakota 92
62 at North Dakota State 64
93 Minn. State, Moorhead 65
95 Metro State (Colo.) 62
95 Morningside 70
70 South Dakota 51
84 at St. Cloud State 71
77 at Minn. State, Mankato 73
56 at Augustana 78
62 Nebraska-Omaha 66
114 Northern Colorado 74
85 at South Dakota 73
60 at Morningside 80
88 Minn. State, Mankato 56
80 at St. Cloud State 86
70 Augustana 55
72 at Northern Colorado 83
72 at Nebraska-Omaha 70
90 North Dakota State 92
70 North Dakota 85
80 %St. Cloud State 81
% Wells Fargo Finals game
YEAR-BY-YEAR SCORES
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With more than 9,300 students enrolled in the fall of 2001,
South Dakota State University is the state’s largest institution of
higher education.
More than 200 majors, minors and options are available, with
more than 2,500 course offerings. Degrees are offered through
eight colleges:
• Agricultural and Biological Sciences
• Education and Counseling
• Engineering
• Family and Consumer Sciences
• General Registration
• Nursing
• Pharmacy
• Graduate School
Master’s degrees are offered in more than 30 areas and doctor-
ates are available in eight fields. 
Nearly 50,000 degrees have been granted since the college was
chartered in 1881.
SDSU also offers degree programs through the Sioux Falls Center
for Public Higher Education. Evening, RDTN, Internet and off-cam-
pus courses are coordinated throguh the Office of Academic Affairs
and Outreach.
SDSU is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools. Numerous departments on campus have
earned accreditation from various agencies.
Located in Brookings, SDSU was authorized in 1881 by the
Territorial Legislative Assembly and serves as the state’s land-grant
institution. 
GROWING CAMPUS
In its 120-year history, South Dakota State University has grown
from a campus of 80 acres in 1881 to a 271-acre campus with
facilities worth more than $220 million.
Recently, the Printing and Journalism Building — now named
Anson and Ada May Yeager hall — underwent a $2.1 million
expansion and renovation project. Other campus construction 
projects in progress include a $7 million expansion to Crothers
Engineering Hall and a $10.5 million performing arts center.
The university owns or leases another 15,000 acres throughout
the state for research. The Cooperative Extension Service and
Agricultural Experiment Station offer service seeking to improve the
quality of rural life in all corners of the state.
STATE RESEARCH CENTER
Also at SDSU are the Center for Innovation, Technology and
Entrepreneurship; Engineering Experiment Station; Office of
Remote Sensing; Water Resources Institute; Engineering and
Environmental Research Center; Animal Disease Research and
Diagnostic Laboratory; and Northern Grain Insect Research
Laboratory.
These units help strengthen the university’s commitment to research
and support of state and local economic development efforts.
The Northern Great plains Biostress Laboratory houses scientists
who focus on research aimed at developing new technologies to
protect crops and livestock.
CULTURAL CENTER
Educational opportunities don’t end in the classroom or lab as
students may join more than 100 clubs and organizations on cam-
pus. SDSU also is home to several facilities, including museums
and gardens, which highlight South Dakota history and heritage.
The South Dakota State Art Museum, which recently completed
an expansion project, houses such collections as early Sioux Indian
tribal art, the famed Harvey Dunn paintings of pioneer life and the
exclusive Vera Way Marghab linens.
The State Agricultural Heritage Museum transformed the former
Stock Judgin Pavilion into a home for exhibits that record and pre-
serve the agrarian heritage of South Dakota.
The 70-acre McCrory Gardens and South Dakota Arboretum,
located south and east of campus, provide a beautiful setting for
area residents and visitors to enjoy a stroll through the radiant 
colors and fragrances of one of the top 10 small ornamental 
gardens in the nation.
THE BROOKINGS COMMUNITY
Today, Brookings is a growing community of about 16,000 
people. Located 50 miles north of Sioux Falls in east-central South
Dakota, Brookings is situated at the intersection of Interstate 29
and U.S. Highway 14.
The community also is home to several recognizable companies,
including Rainbow Play Systems, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M), Larson Manufacturing and Daktronics.
ABOUT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
For more information about SDSU, log on to www3.sdstate.edu
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
JACKRABBIT WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
2001-02 SCHEDULE
Nov. 9-11 at Disney Tip-Off Classic
Nov. 9 vs. Fort Valley State (Ga.) 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 10-11 vs. Opponents to be determined
Nov. 16 MINNESOTA-CROOKSTON 7 p.m.
Nov. 17 BEMIDJI STATE 7 p.m.
Nov. 23 at Concordia-St. Paul 6 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Winona State 5 p.m.
Dec. 1 NORTHERN STATE 6 p.m.
Dec. 7 *NORTH DAKOTA 6 p.m.
Dec. 8 *NORTH DAKOTA STATE 6 p.m.
Dec. 12 SIOUX FALLS 6 p.m.
Dec. 14 at Minnesota-Morris 6 p.m.
Dec. 29 *at Morningside 6 p.m.
Dec. 30 *at South Dakota 6 p.m.
Jan. 4 *ST. CLOUD STATE 6 p.m.
Jan. 5 *MINN. STATE, MANKATO 6 p.m.
Jan. 12 *AUGUSTANA 6 p.m.
Jan. 18 *at Nebraska-Omaha 6 p.m.
Jan. 19 *at Northern Colorado 7 p.m.
Jan. 25 *SOUTH DAKOTA 6 p.m.
Jan. 26 *MORNINGSIDE 6 p.m.
Feb. 1 *at Minn. State, Mankato 6 p.m.
Feb. 2 *at St. Cloud State 6 p.m.
Feb. 9 *at Augustana 6 p.m.
Feb. 15 *NORTHERN COLORADO 6 p.m.
Feb. 16 *NEBRASKA-OMAHA 6 p.m.
Feb. 22 *at North Dakota State 6 p.m.
Feb. 23 *at North Dakota 6 p.m.
* Denotes North Central Conference game
All times Central time
2001-02 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Front Row: Student assistant Gwen Greiner, graduate assistant Chris Wildeman, head coach Aaron Johnston, 
assistant coach Laurie Melum, graduate assistant Sheila Roux, student assistant Kelly Mach. Middle Row: Brenda
Davis, Megan Morrow, Karly Hegge, Jamie Nelson, Sarita DeBoer, Shannon Schlagel, Melissa Luers, Melissa Pater.
Back Row: Stephanie Bolden, Dianna Pavek, Brooke Dickmeyer, Stacie Cizek, Sarah Draayer, Megan Otte, Shari
Johnson.
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